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2015: A New Year which will be the first full year in retirement from work. I am pleased that I 
decided to go when I did. There were so many signs that the time was right to make a change. 
Let's see what becomes of it! 

1st January 2015: Sheila took Bill for a (long) walk around the Sandlings and Kyson Point in 
Woodbridge, he fiddled with the set up on the 000 and had a sleep.  

2nd January 2015: Bill posted Melnet Tune of the Month, Haste to the Wedding. Was sorry 
to miss Hadleigh Folk Club but still not shaken the bug. 

3rd January 2015: Day at home 

4th January 2015: helped Sheila replace some floorboards, had a crack at John Hurt's 
Candyman, the real version, playing a fair bit of fingerpicked blues and ragtime at the 
moment.  Mulberry Tree Session comfortable numbers and not too much excess by the time 
we left at about 10pm. Good to see Zippy out with his guitar and joining in. I wish I had mine 
there and could have picked some blues with him, he seemed to be aching to slip into that 
comfort zone a few times but clearly determined to come to grips with the demands of folk 
back up. I think he would probably enjoy the bluegrass sessions to move more easily from the 
world of pentatonics into the tunezone. Grapevine have included the Bards of the Heath cd 
Moonpathways in the current issue.  I am not convinced that they have listened to the music, 
simply lifted and recited incomplete chunks from John's website (sent as flyer), including the 
peaon in praise of Pete! I guess the unopened CD may appear in a charity shop near you in 
the next week or so, still, nice of Grapevine to include us as a local musical ensemble. 
Thanks. (Next stop Mardles and the 'Folk Police!) 

5th January 2015: Finished reading Three Day Road by Joseph Boyden, an excellent 
novel set in the first world war trenches but about so much more. Apparently the first book of 
a trilogy, (two to come). Decided to face down the cold and go swimming, good plan, warm 
water and almost deserted pool. John and Graham didn't show and I managed about 3/4 of 
my usual target. East Suffolk Morris practice. Bill managed half of the session, good to see 
David D up and looking fit even though he is not allowed to drive for six months after his 
operation. Doesn't seem to be slowing him down. 

6th January 2015: Popped in to see Rowan this morning, U3A Traditional Session pm at 
Melton Coach and horses, very full, we sat in the background  with a pot of tea save for a 
couple of occasions when Rob came to find us to contribute, we played some hornpipes and 
sang John Ball. Old time kitchen session this evening.  Bill Sheila and Arnie playing tunes, 
revived some Erryn Marshall tunes from Arnie & Sheila's Sore Fingers adventure among a 
fairly intense evening of playing and hobnobbing generally. Good fun. Watched episode 1 of 
the 1982 Smiley's People which is being re-shown, excellent. 

7th January 2015: Started to read Michael Palin's Himalaya. Active (30W)  speakers 
ordered on ebay arrived, one of the wire locks was snapped in transit but not worth sending 
back, cheap and functional and enhance computer audio significantly. Had to rummage for 
leads, and left appropriate feedback after contact with seller. Blaxhall Ship Wednesday 
session, first outing after Christmas, a sextet with three fiddles, two melodeons, 
Anglo,mandola, guitar and two mandolins in various combinations. Very enjoyable. 

9th January 2015: Popped into Attic Studios with Steve Mann to put some Melodeon and 
Concertina onto a song response to Blackwaterside which is a part of Holly's homework over 
Christmas, (together with accompanying 3000 word essay). I had the house free for a few 
hours and came home and recorded a multi tracked version of Just as the Tide is a Flowing 
which I will post on Youtube. The Bards have had a request to play in Harlow on 8th and 9th 
August at an event linked to the old religion and which is a fundraiser for a school for children 
with particular needs. I will be at Broadstairs but I hope the chaps can take it on, if only on 
one day. John has apparently also bid to be a part of Ipswich Music Day on 5th July. Off to 
Whittlesea Straw Bear with Sheila tomorrow, I am the groupie this time as she is playing for 
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Pretty Grim. Lots of other local sides and superstars will be there. Hopefully I will connect 
with some old college friends who usually attend. 

10th January 2015: Whittlesea Straw Bear was blessed with reasonable weather, a bit 
windy. I saw a couple of Pretty Grim's stands and wandered enjoying the rest of the day as a 
spectator. I think that is the best way to enjoy Whittlesea, participation is rather regimented 
and the dance sides a curate's egg. I caught a few on video which I may share but some of 
the sides, including the more popular, are more theatre than tradition, which is fine in an 
environment which caters to that need.  I caught an update on Steve Lloyd from his friends in 
Southport Sword and sent best wishes. Hi Steve and Barbara. I also managed to bump into 
Jon & Joyce as I had hoped I would, and caught up on news before we left to catch the 
Park'nRide to the car. Serendipity that Pretty Grim ducked their final set at The Ram where 
an enthusiastic crowd (and overworked co-teams) were disappointed, but when I went to The 
Falcon to meet Sheila I met Jon & Joyce who had just arrived.  Holly was pleased with 
yesterdays contribution to her song which she will post on Soundcloud, (now 
done https://soundcloud.com/hollyjohnstonmusic/our-voices-sing-holly-johnston. ) 

12th January 2015: Have put up three videos from Straw Bear over the last couple of days, 
Pretty Grim, Old Glory and Customs & Exiles which have all received a positive response. 
Nice that the the audio which I put up a few days ago has had some 'likes'. Had a swim today 
and saw Bard John and had a chat. He and Jo are appearing in interview on Felixstowe TV 
next Tuesday.  The Bards have submitted an application for music day and accepted an 
invitation to play at an Old Religions festival in Essex later in the year. Pretty tired so did not 
make Shottisham Locals Night  later, save ourselves for bluegrass tomorrow! 

13th January 2015: Started reading The Mayor of McDougall Street, Dave Van Ronk's 
biography. Good fun. Precursor to many of the late 60's/70's guitar wizards.Tattingstone 
Wheatsheaf Bluegrass: very enjoyable with a good mixed ability turnout and a new mandolin 
on the block, (to me at least). Welcome. Maureen Wallace's partner Steve, who has been a 
part of the local folk scene for decades died on Saturday.  

14th January 2015:Elephant & Castle session: Chris & Caroline, Priss, John, and 
Bill'nSheila so 3 melodeons, two fiddles, a concertina, a mandola, a guitar and a mandolin in 
various combinations. Very enjoyable. Heaven only knows how the U3A crowd will fit into two 
rooms no larger than domestic sitting rooms at their upcoming session in March! Carried on 
with the Dave Van Ronk Book, three chapters to go (as at pm 15th). An excellent read with 
lots of nuggets about performance, motivation and some great tales from the 50's and 60's 
American Folk 'Revival'. Seriously thinking of leaving INSTEP on 'passive' without renewing 
the ads.  I love playing for dance with the band but twice a year is a bit pointless. I know that 
we are one of the best functional bands for folk dance in Suffolk/Essex, no frills and able to 
work with any caller, just a case of getting the message across! Take a step back and see 
what happens, we are all otherwise engaged with other projects anyway, but enjoy playing 
music together when the opportunity arises. 

15th January 2015: Bill had a wander around Ipswich which continues to present as a ghost 
town, unwelcoming and drab, strange to recall it was his daily tramping ground at lunchtimes 
from work. Now more likely to be found in Woodbridge or Felixstowe, no less invaded by 
financial institutions and charity shops but more enjoyable to explore. 

16th January 2015: failed to re-install Adobe Audition to clear the glitches, managed to install 
NCH Mixpad. Sheila is offf to walk in the peak district so I gave it a run on 'Poor Boy's Delight' 
and posted on YT.   http://youtu.be/V8buXVwGatM  Also recorded Barrack St but the 
multitrack approach doesn't work so well for that song in which the lyrics cross over the bar 
lines. A great exercise but not for sharing. Have been starting to play The Burning Times but 
suspect it is not a keeper having been done so well by Roy Bailey and Christy Moore. 

Mike Briggs re-opening Henley Folk Night this evening but didn't make it, (the e-mail was 
encouraging but running a first come first served regardless open mic and maintaining even a 
mix of quality can be problematic). 
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17th January 2015: a day in, housekeeping, reading. Finished 'Many Lives,Many Masters' by 
Dr Brian Weiss which is about regression, past lives, masters and guardians. There are 
sequels but I suspect they will add little to the premis. I am dipping daily into Christy Moore's 
excellent book 'one voice, my life in song which is an anecdotal trip prompted by some of the 
many songs in his repertoire with lyrics included. I was interested to find the well below the 
valley is effectively the song that I sing as 'The Maid and the Palmer' from Martin Carthy's 
setting and confirming (what I had been told) that the subject matter is child abuse and incest. 
Played music, watched TV. 

18th January 2015:Mulberry Tree Session: quieter than usual, (which is still busy and 
chaotic). No Zippy this time so left the guitar in its bag, not sure how blues and ragtime would 
play here if it could even be heard above the hubbub. I tend to stay on the fringe of this 
session, the primary players are Irish musicians so I busk as best I can when they dip out of 
the standard core repertoire. For the rest there is an element of repetition from session to 
session which has the  attraction of familiarity but the disadvantage that to bear repetition the 
tunes/songs should be able to hold attention time after time. Generally not the case in this 
context. Sheila back from Derbyshire, she had a great time. 

19th January 2015: finished reading Self's Murder by Bernhard Schlink, excellent writing 
in genre.Continue to be fascinated by the Christy Moore book, found his Desert Island Discs 
from 2007 on Youtube. Enjoyed swimming and chatting with John G who is enthusiastic that 
the Bards of the Heath have nine playing engagements this year, (to some extent easy when 
they are fee free). Instep have had a couple of bites recently so i will maintain the publicity at 
the moment, the chaps are keen, (although a Suffolk barn in sub zero temperatures for Burns 
night on Saturday may not be too inviting). Morris practice was enjoyable, about twenty 
attenders including three on the music so two sets up most of the evening. it occurred to me 
that I bought my first accordion and started playing for dance in 1980 so this is my 35th year 
playing for dance, (the song and guitar/mandolin  go back to 1967). Music and folk friends 
have been a rock in uncertain seas throughout my life, not always reliable but at least 
consistent. Started reading 'The Black Rose of Florence' by Michele Guittare, who has the 
qualifications and history to create crime fiction with authenticity. 

20th January 2015: received an update on the parlous state of play at 'the office', and 
unexpectedly bumped into Ian D who confirmed and expressed his view.  Glad to be out, and 
just hope that the atttrition is not fatal to others, meanwhile Murphy's Law 
applies,  managers  cause damage and pain, and take the money and run without apparent 
regret. Such is the nature of public service in  C21. U3A Westerfield Railway: more lively 
than the last session, fewer people so less unwieldy and well run by Rob Neal. Sheila sang 
'Roger the Miller', and we led on 'Weaver's March' and 'Quaker'.  Half Moon session at 
Trimley is this Thursday, may be worth a look now the dust has settled. Apparently not as 
crowded as the first occasion when we simply turned and left. Have to prep for Burns night 
Saturday and Bards Sunday twixt now and then. 

21st January 2015: Blaxhall Ship session, Priss, Mike, Chris, Caroline, John and Bill. 
Enjoyable cracking through tunes well and partly known. The Ship has unearthed its one 
string tea chest bass which was brought into useful service. I had noticed recently that 
Graham and Nicky had not been attending the session which I had thought they enjoyed. 
Upon mentioning this I was told that on an evening when we (Bill'nSheila) were not present, a 
disagreement had arisen about session etiquette. I heard one side of the story so refrain from 
further comment, perhaps I'll hear the other side of the story sometime, (and will still keep 
mum). A pity as Graham contributes an individual playing style and repertoire to the table. 

22nd January 2015: Received sale DVD's from 'The Music Room', Mike Seeger on early 
American Guitar styles, Bluegrass Bootcamp and Klezmer Fiddle, so lots there for both of us 
to get our teeth into. £5 each from a choice of about 50, bargain. Mardles dropped through 
the letter box, brilliant for the practical contact information, diary dates  etc, and a discerning 
read by and for Suffolk Folk Members. Interestingly I recently had a review of 'Bruce Molsky' 
rejected as it related to an event in Dartford beyond the' three counties', only to read in the 
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new issue about an event in Birmingham! My piece about Jody Kruskal at Harwich did make 
the grade. I had sent Jody a copy of what I had written and received this reply:  

' Thanks for coming to my show and for your insightful review. Yes, I certainly did get a bit 
distracted at the Palace and though I think I pulled it off, it was certainly not my best 
performance on this tour. Also, I would love to bring a whole band with me, but the economics 
of that make it unlikely, even a duo is very hard. The fees we could command at this point just 
would not support that. Perhaps somewhere down the line. 

As for old-time concertina, well, solo, it will never sound like a string band though I do try. In 
context, I think it sounds great. A bit like the old Humphrey Bates and his Possum Hunters 
recordings.' 

Simon Haines bemoans low attendance at Bury Milkmaid Club and talks about lack of 
opportunities for  what he calls 'real folk'. I have written of my experience of the Milkmaid 
previously and that as a consequence I will only attend to support an artist I really want to see 
and cannot see elsewhere. In any event the folk enthusiasts of Bury St Edmunds appear to 
have divided.  I have been to a couple of folk collective events which have been well 
supported and welcoming. Simon and Val Haines are proving that a real folk club, well run, 
will be supported and can present excellent diverse entertainment. The Hadleigh and 
Everyman Clubs are models for success in their different ways. The only places I have met 
Simon's 'real folk' have been in the small friendly sessions which I support and which do not 
feature in Mardles, and at the U3A sessions run by Rob Neal  which are welcoming and 
inclusive.  The model of the folk music community has changed radically since the days 
when  clubs supported aspirants who learnt their craft and skills 'on the hoof'. Folk Music 
degrees, social media,and modern entertainment delivery  services mean that viable folk 
artists are virtuosos schooled as much in business studies as music and networked into the 
community, or musicians with family or social links to the 'old guard' who are equally 
networked and mentored from an early age. As Simon says... Rant Over. 

23rd January 2015: Laurel's birthday. Listened to some June Tabor on Spotify, have finished 
the Christy Moore book. Visited Aldeburgh for fish and chips at lunchtime.had stiff arms and 
fingers from playing so much over the last few days so good to take a break. The diary is 
filling up with the mix of Sheila and my joint and separate commitments for the year, could be 
fun! Further to the Suffolk Folk observations above, see http://acoustic-
east.org.uk/?page_id=243 . 

24th January 2015: INSTEP Burns Supper at Warren's Farm Otley  to support Nellie 
Sunaway's London Marathon run in aid of Age UK Suffolk.  The first outing for the band in a 
while so slightly apprehensive but I needn't have been, an excellently run function and we all 
played and listened to each other. Some off notes as the temperature was close to freezing 
and we were playing in layers scarves and fingerless gloves in a barely heated Suffolk barn, 
but it was a great event and the calender looks promising for for this year. I rarely blow my 
own trumpet but INSTEP are the equal of any band I have seen within the 'three counties'  to 
play functionally and without frills for traditional dance. It is what we do. Video is 
at http://youtu.be/AKEQ5BKOdLY  

25th January 2015: Bards of the Heath Bury Folk Collective: Good to be invited back, this 
our third spot at the collective and something of a re-union with Tony Sturgeon, Paddy 
Butcher and John Goodluck swapping recollected anecdotes from their glory days. Tony 
Sturgeon opened the show with some Donavon & Dylan songs followed by the Thursday 
Band who have a glorious textured sound with double viola/viola violin supporting twin guitars. 
Paddy Butcher opened the second half in fine form, (the debate continues between him and 
John over who had Robin Hood and the Fifteen Foresters before the other. Paddy explained 
where he had the song from). Brian Burns & Dutch played some tidy blues and the Bards 
thoroughly enjoyed the closing spot, good feedback received. Difficult for John to sing against 
a seven piece band without some sound reinforcement but succeeded. 
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26th January 2015: tidied up the bags and boxes of kit from Saturday, East Suffolk Morris 
Practice worked on new dances The Kings Own, Woman Tossed Up and Riggs o Doom, 
quite challenging for the musicians let alone the men. Still enjoyable.  

27th January 2015: continued processing video from Sunday, posted Moon Magic by Bards 
which has developed in the last 18 months from its first play. Richard Brazier invited 
Bill'nSheila to play Slackfolk and Bill will play a solo spot on 11th April, and with Sheila on 
10th October. Thanks Richard. An Italien Radio presenter contacted the Bards about playing 
some of our music on a folk etc show in Italy/web. ( A tour would be nice if it takes off!) 
Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass was very enjoyable, a select group (Chris 
H,Rex,Cliff,Tony, Trevor, Dave and Bill) playing a mix of instruments. We were able to make 
something of the more 'subtle' material that Bluegrass has to offer. I discovered that Trevor 
and Dave  live within half a mile of me and have been playing regularly together and in a band 
for years! 

28th January 2015: Sheila and Bill have been asked to play a floor spot at Everyman this 
Friday, which will be good fun. (Thanks Mary). Bill had a quick run through the Bards material 
for Sunday with the CD, we seem to have been focusing on only a few of the songs in recent 
performance so a couple need a polish, and as the CD was as live, the songs have already 
developed. Elephant & Castle session was socially enjoyable, musically a bit scratchy. 

29th January 2015: finished 'The Golden City' by John Twelve Hawks, the last book in the 
'traveller' trilogy which fits well with other recent reading on Quantum theory and near death 
experience. Thought about going to the Steamboat session but feeling there is a lot on and 
we can't do it all. Apparently it went well. 

30th January 2015: Everyman Folk Club, Keith Kendrick & Sylvia Needham, played an 
excellent set of English songs and music. Keith has been a mentor and is a friend to a 
multitude of aspirants in the folk world and is something of an elder statesman, as well as 
being a blinding concertina player. As always, very strong support from the floor. A few false 
starts including our short contribution, one of those nights, but we got there in the end. 

31st January 2015: Holly was interviewed on Celtic Music Radio fm95 today. The 
interviewer seemed rather self obsessed and his engagement was more about him and his 
life experience than about Holly, who gamely responded. It is always interesting to hear your 
child tell others about the experiences they recall. The interview is posted 
at http://youtu.be/Q8i6AYGYpnI . Debs and David  from Pretty Grim had invited a few of the 
side for a meal which was very enjoyable. Bill didn't say much, (what's new) but we both 
thorughly enjoyed the evening. Interesting to explore the various dance sides that people did 
and do dance with and some of the history. 

1st February 2015: Bards of the Heath: Folkspot Internet Radio. This was Bill's first trip to 
Great Massingham, the Bards had appeared previously, and Pete on a number of occasions 
in the bands that he plays with. An extremely enjoyable evening, mildly organised chaos. An 
extremely efficient and helpful engineer, who together with Jane and the team made us very 
welcome and produced excellent  sound from a rather unwieldy six piece band. We played a 
set of about 70 minutes so were quite tired by the end of it. Pete and Janine played a couple 
of spots, and Bill played a couple of songs in among the 'floor singers'. Thanks for inviting us. 

2nd February 2014:Twiddled with video and audio from yesterday, went swimming with John 
G and had a natter about how it went. East Suffolk Morris Men a very enjoyable practice 
evening. Coming to grips with new tunes gradually. Always good to play music to a purpose 
with friends. 

3rd February 2015: Posted Oxblood Moly video from Whittlesea which has been received 
well by the side. U3A at the Ferry Boat Inn was great fun. Sheila couldn't make it. Had a 
good chat with Richard Cove and with Tony, brought home a couple of tunes to try. Bill sang 
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'The Murdered Servantman', a version of Bruton Town, and led on Walter Bulwer 2 & 1. Old 
Time Kitchen Session was just Bill Sheila and Martin this time but we had a good old play 
for a couple of hours, drank coffee, and ate Banana and Walnut cake. There seems to be a 
will to carry on, just a couple of light evenings. 

4th February 2015: Posted Melodeon.net Tune of the Month video, En Avant Blonde on the 
Bb/Eb melodeon. Bards of the Heath played a few songs at Carlford Coven's Imbolc moot. 
Fun, but I might have preferred more music and less moot ! An enjoyable evening with friends. 
Bill did his usual trick of leaving picks and tuner behind and having to go back for them! 

5th February 2014: Bill posted Theme of the month tunes on melodeon.net and also Paddy 
Butcher from the Bury Collective singing Freeborn Man of the Travelling People. Went to 
Stansted to collect Holly for her spot at Hadleigh on 6th. despite 40mph limit between Ipswich 
And Stratford St Mary and  a rather slow lorry driver on the single carriageway A120 arrived 
early and just got away with three minutes to spare of the one hour free parking! Holly seems 
fine, now dark haired goth! 

6th February 2015: Hadleigh Folk &Acoustic Night: an excellent evening. Phil Lyons sang 
an impromptu acapella spot at no notice which was the best performance I have seen him 
give and illustrated his depth of resource. Mike Green & Hugh Ward played a set including 
the fine interpretation of Drake's Drum. Holly's set entranced the audience, some of whom 
had come particularly to see her play, Bill joined her for a couple of older songs at the end of 
her spot, this also seemed to go well. The Sam Kelly Trio were magnificent, full of energy,  a 
great mix of material, consummate musicianship, (and so young). It is particularly pleasing to 
see artists that haven't been groomed by the 'Gateshead' experience succeeding in the cut-
throat business environment that is the 'folk' part of the monolith. The trio are now  on a 'label' 
and engaging with the projects and competitions that will help them to succeed. It is a long 
road but one I think they will travel well. Simon kindly offered us a floor spot at a future 
evening (tbc). Some rewarding comments to Bill about his guitar playing were well received . 
The raffle prizes went to floor singers and the Johnston family in the main. All in all a great 
evening. 

7th February 2015: Suffolk Folk: The Riverside Day: We were in two minds whether to 
attend the Riverside but we enjoy meeting friends and the energy of the day. Sheila attended 

both of the 'Folk Orchestra' sessions with Robin Garside which then 'presented' at the 
beginning of the afternoon concert. Bill sat in and listened to the song arrangement sessions 

with Steve Turner which had a distinctly concertina focus although Steve did ask a few 
people to play and 'critiqued' their performance. Lunch was excellent (as always). We left 

after the first half of the concert (Sound Tradition, excellent, Lillavalero a sound of the future 
from a young band, and Steve Turner avuncular) .The concert seems to start late to 

accommodate the unecessarily prioritised 'bar session', but then runs to 6pm, which after an 
early start to travel and arrive by 9.30 is too long, (sorry Rosewood, Ross & Alison and 

Robin). Chatting to organizers it seems that the day always runs at a loss but is appreciated 
by those who attend. The number of people attending this year seemed to be lower than in 
previous years, and our leaving was a part of a small exodus. We enjoyed catching up with 

friends and the atmosphere, Sheila enjoyed the folk orchestra, we will attend next year, but a 
streamlined programme might attract and retainan larger audience. The Riverside is an 

excellent venue, but now that Suffolk Folk apparently serves the 'three Counties' is it most 
conveniently situated to attract their support, or is it just Mardles which serves the extended 

area.  

Processing the video of Hadleigh FAC and Holly's set. The stage lights which are used were 
very bright and close to the stage so that the video is pretty burnt out despite being set for 
concert lighting. Oh well, rescued to an extent in black and white. 

9th January 2015: Gave morris a miss, had hoped to get to Shottisham but dead beat so 
watched corruption in HSBC and Broadchurch on TV and practiced some songs with Sheila. 
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10th February 2015: Margaret Chenery's funeral, well attended by friends from all areas of 
her life. 

 
 
Bluegrass:Tattingstone Wheatsheaf: An enjoyable evening, 2 bass, 4 guitars, 1 banjo,2 
mandolins,1 dobro,in various combinations and some excellent songs and tunes. 

11th February 2015: FRoots day, Bill read most of it on arrival. Nice piece on former Suffolk 
resident Taffy Thomas, interesting piece on Willie Watson's first solo CD after years with 
Old Crow Medicine Show, and excellent article about Yves Lambert. In particular Bill liked 
this piece from Elizabeth Kinder's regular entry: 

 
Not a feeling that I have had frequently playing music but occasionally yes, and also in 
meditation on occasion. Nothin musical until 

Friday February 13th -Sunday February 15th FAOTMAD: 21st Gainsborough Festival: 
an excellent weekend with three 'acts' from the U.S and Canadian Old Time community, 
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Erynn Marshall & Carl Jones, Howard Rains and Tricia Spencer, and Jason and Pharis 
Romero, each couple presented different aspects of Old Time music and played together in 
the finale to the Saturday Concert, stunning. Helpful workshops, lots of people jamming in the 
corridors and through the night, (we went to bed!) About five hours of video of which about 
twenty minutes might get posted and the rest enjoyed and shared privately. Always a decision 
whether to attend but over the last five years we are making friends and getting the hang of 
things. Sunday Session at The Mulberry Tree. James Bell has run this session, 
(in the loosest meaning of the term) since we have been attending and is off to start his basic 
training with the Irish Guards, so this was his last civilian session. Very well attended and 
realy the only local session that  has an energy, identity and character to mark it apart.  There 
are the singers of two songs, (there always were), the manic element,and the sad men (and 
women) with melodeons and a 1970's repertoire, but there is always a welcome and a 
supportive response to each contribution. Great fun and James went off in style. The Guards 
will apparently also send him off to learn how to play his bagpipes properly! 

Monday February 16th 2015: Collected my Larrivee from Colin (Fulton) who has rectified 
some 'lifting' frets, dressed the fretboard and then helped me tweak the trussrod in the front 
room cheapie which  I love playing. Thanks Colin, sounding and playing like a new guitar. 
Went for the Monday swim, some children, but not too intrusive, almost deserted by 1pm 
when I gave up on company, (John does not swim during school holidays) and came home. 
Picked up a Karl Dallas book Songs of Toil from the Woodbridge Oxfam shop. A collection 
of its time but more accessible to an old git than google which can be confusing and 
distracting. East Suffolk Morris Practice: a cold taste of reality after a weekend enjoying 
shared music. There is an opinion expressed by some that morris music should be played by 
a single musician, East Suffolk hitherto has been an example of a side which is an exception 
to that view, with a team of musicians playing together.  Bill lasted 30 minutes before deciding 
that the enjoyment of a common musical  experience cold not be achieved on this evening. 
There was no reason to stay. 

Tuesday 17th February 2015: played with video, concertina and guitars. Bluegrass at Little 
Bentley would be a step too far (again). 

Wednesday 18th February 2015: More video and musical knoodling by Bill when he got 
back from the car boot, (at which a home made appalachian dulcimer was for sale, Bill 
resisted the temptation). Sheila walked from Ipswich to Stowmarket as a part of her training 
for the Water Aid trek. Bill picked her up and popped in on Steve and Mary Dickinson for a 
cuppa and a chat. Steve has recently had a back operation and is recovering at home.Holly 
rang to chat in the evening, James (Morgan) was busking yesterday in Ayr when he was 
assaulted by another busker. Broken nose and significant bruising, together with  insinuations 
in the press that although the victim he must have provoked the incident. Blaxhall Ship 
(Wednesday session) Priss, Chris, Caroline, John and Bill, (Sheila too exhausted to come 
out). Caroline has a(nother) new guitar, a baby Martin which they bought from Music World in 
Ipswich. Badly needs setting up and has a couple of strings which have a snappy overtone, 
so some bridge or saddle work needed there. Brought to mind a recent conversation with 
Colin Fulton about Martin Guitars, that below about £3000 quality and sound have been 
forsaken to price and saleability. The name has cachet but is no promise of quality in build or 
sound. Surprised me given that Chris builds his own instruments. The evening was very 
enjoyable with some new tunes mixed in amongst the old, in particular a lovely waltz called 
Alloa House which has been added to the 'to do' list.  

Thursday 19th February 2015: Just finished reading 'The Flanders Panel' by Arturo 
Perez-Reverte, thoroughly enjoyable, a pot boiler with class and excellently written. Now is it 
for the shelf or the charity box? In the present mood of de-cluttering.... Sheila had a meeting 
in Colchester so Bill went along for an hour wandering in the town. He dropped into 
Slackspace which is always very welcoming, had a chat with Imogen, (good to meet you), 
and a couple of minutes playing the 'house' guitar while she sang Wayfaring Stranger, (the 
guitar needs some basic attention to make it playable, not rocket science but it was in the 
same state when I played it three months ago. Cruised a few charity shops and met Sheila for 
the drive home. Sheila went to Pretty Grim practice which included an 'extraordinary general 
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meeting' to discuss whether the side should move to a 'tatters' costume. Faux democracy, 
only hold a meeting if you know what the outcome will be, otherwise just tell'em. Not sure 
from report whether decision made or remains unresolved. Given that the movers and 
shakers were apparently in favour but the majority against, I suspect the latter, (watch this 
space). Puts me in mind of East Suffolk's britches debate which is aired for fun at every 
General Meeting. 

Friday 20th February 2015: popped to Edward's for a cuppa and had a good chat about the 
state of the world, jazz, recording etc. Great that the jazz combo Joysprings of which Ed is a 
member are doing very well and attracting a loyal following. Then off to Bury St Edmunds with 
Sheila to get her Yellow Fever jab. We went to Henley Folk & Acoustic Night in the evening, 
Mike Briggs is back on form.  The p.a. is completely superfluous but is a much loved toy. My 
favourites of the evening simply didn't use it. They were, Hugh Ward, who sang three 
unaccompanied songs at no notice as Mike Green couldn't make it at the last minute. 
Excellent, and the inclusion of the 'ceasarian' verse makes a sense of 'The Death of Queen 
Jane', (my version lacked that verse and left the story unresolved). Maggie and Stan were in 
fine form, in particular with a haunting Graeme Miles song, and Columbine, (Lynn Morley and 
friends) rounded of the evening beautifully, including a stunning acappella version of 
Leadbelly's 'Bring Me Little Water Sylvie'. Thank you to those people who chipped in for 
Sheila's trek for Water Aid. 

http://my.wateraidfundraising.org.uk/howfortunateweare#.U_hYKFiH52s.email 

We arrived home for Bill to discover that a ?well meaning/mischievous? friend in East Suffolk 
Morris has unilaterally shared the 16th February note on this page by direct mail with the 
musicians and officers of the side with an accompanying bluster, (even though he wasn't 
there on the night and did not contact me for clarification).  

My response to the prankster, squire and bagman:- 

Hmm,  thanks **** 
 
I am not sure that targeted re-publication is helpful, or when I will now feel comfortable or 
welcome to attend East Suffolk. I had simply intended to carry on and see how we go. A 
personal phone call might have answered your question. 
 
I have expressed an accurate subjective opinion of my feeling and impression on this 
occasion (16th February). This has now been 'armed' and lobbed into the home trench. 
 
Ce la vie, there are other things I can do on a Monday, but while I breathe I will continue to be 
a member of ESMM so don't fret chaps. 
 
No further contact or discussion with me from anyone about this will be welcome. 
 
All the best. 
 
Bill 
 

Published on this page for those other people who make the effort to find it and observe 
comparable entries prior to this which have passed unremarked,  the world still turns. I am 
slightly miffed at my careful words being engaged as tinder in another person's spat.  

Saturday 21st 2015: topped and tailed the ESMM stuff to refer those who bit on the bait to 
my response above. I have a good idea who  got **** locked and loaded. Hopefully a line has 
been drawn. Spent the day sorting Gainsborough video and playing guitar. Finally opened 
one of the 'sale' videos which I have recently bought, Tony Rice & Peter Rowan on 
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arrangement and musicianship. None of it is rocket science, just a reminder to listen, and 
pointers to playing modal scales against chord arrangements, (e.g. Cm scale against modal 
G). Perhaps a digital substitute for picking pals which maybe a moment for reflection... In the 
evening we went to a 21st Birthday Barn Dance for Megan's 21st birthday, (thanks Megan). 
This was through Sheila's Pretty Grim connection so most of the side were there. The band 
was Proper English with Rob Neal and friends,  Fiddle, Piano and Melodeon some lovely 
tunes. I was interested in their use of active speakers which I have been thinking of moving to. 
The sound pumped out but was sharp and abrasive. I think this was more to do with what was 
going into the mixer and how it was being processed than with the speakers. ( wi-fi 
microphone on the fiddle, cracking lead on the melodeon microphone and electric 
piano). Megan is a stunning singer in traditional style and sang a couple of duets with her 
mum and with her boyfriend. Bill even danced a couple and otherwise chilled out. This was 
also the first time PG had seen Sheila dance... they may recruit her in that capacity. 

Monday 23rd February 2014: Bill has streaming cold. Managed to dose up and go 
swimming, full complement with John & Graham, but sent apologies to ESMM. Had intended 
to be there but simply not up to it. Phoned Mike G and let him know. Finished processing the 
Gainsborough videos, just a question now of which ones to post. 

Tuesday 24th February 2015:Cold still raging but manageable with powders and potions. 
U3A The Brook Washbrook very enjoyable and excellently run by Rob Neal. My guitar was 
in its bag so I borrowed Alvar's D28 to play for Sheila to sing Beggar Girl.  A beautiful guitar, 
interesting to play as my Tanglewood workhorse is a cheap'ncheerful but well built copy of a 
D28, (heavier with less balance or projection, but it was £80 from cash converters!). Thanks 
Alvar.  Home for tea and cold powders and potions and then to Tattingstone White Horse 
Bluegrass Session which was also great fun, Doc Chris and Mike and Sandy out for the first 
time in a while, then a full complement of the core group in a crowded room full of music. We 
left about ten when the potions wore off. Lots of goodwill for Sheila's trek next week. 

Wednesday 25th February 2015: Bill popped to see Rowan in the morning, (difficult 
anniversary for him). Posted a video of the 'encores' at Gainsborough FAOTMAD  Saturday 
Concert when the six US musicians were all on stage together. Elephant & Castle Session 
Chris, Caroline, Priss, Bill, and great to have Crawford joining in again. A mixed evening of 
chatting and playing. Some less usual tunes jumped out of the hat. We are not sure how 
welcome we are at the pub, the tv was on throughout, including audio. Not the usual sport but 
an American 'pot boiler'. The Old Nog was off as well!  

Thursday 26th February 2015: Sheila walked to Woodbridge and bussed back as part of her 
training, we finished watching Wolf Hall and Bill watched a couple of the 'Inside Commons' 
programmes out of order, (one to go). Bill's current reading 'Every Dead Thing' by John 
Connolly which he missed as he devoured the rest of the Charlie Parker series. Steamboat 
Session was an extremely well attended birthday bash put on by Lenny who had invited us 
when we were at the Mulberry Tree session most recently. A full house of the usual suspects 
and on this occasion Linda McCartney was directing the order of play, (this is usually a 
random session). Great chilli but difficult to sing after eating it! (Three Bards in attendance). 
Pretty fitful night hence I am writing this at 5am! (Probably a sign of age). 

Friday 27th February 2015: Des Herring has died, friend and last surviving founder member 
of East Suffolk Morris Men, (formerly a member of Ipswich Morris Men). Des had a major 
stroke in 2013 and has needed full time care for a while.  E-mail tributes are being shared by 
members of East Suffolk Morris. Des will always be remembered as the 'rider' of Billy, the 
East Suffolk Hobby Horse, and also as caller with the Cornhuskers, He stopped calling 
regularly for dance when Charlie Taylor, (his friend and accordionist) died. 

Jez Lowe at Everyman Folk Club: initial shock that a PA was set up for Jez to play. An 
excellent evening with some fine spots from the floor, particularly from Vernon Rose who 
opened the evening. Mike and Adam Garland played a solid spot, (the Garlands were 
present in force to celebrate Mike's birthday).  Jez played to his strengths, lots of old songs 
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with choruses, and was on better form than when we last saw him at Lewes a couple of years 
ago. He is a capable musician and a skilled wordsmith (now writing songs to 
commission).  Having said that he has a limited palette, he has built a successful career on a 
couple of catchy tunes, a flair for internal and obvious rhymes and hooks, and determination. 
All credit to him. Nonetheless some  might describe him as a 'one trick pony', very popular 
and entertaining  but .... (The story on the PA is that without it there would have been no show, 
ask Mary Dickinson ....). 

Saturday 28th February 2015: spent the morning (+) sorting out some video of Des from the 
archive and putting together a short memories video which came out quite well.  

Sunday 1st March 2015: popped to see Rowan. Sheila's local family came to lunch. Bill 
finished Richard Montanari's 'The Stolen Ones'. We went to the Mulberry Tree session 
which was well attended and lively. As much about the 'craic' as the music. A good place to 
be . 

Monday 2nd March:  East Suffolk Morris Practice: Danced some Adderbury and Queen's 
Delight Bucknell, (associated with Des). An enjoyable evening. 

 

 

Tuesday 3rd March: Bill went from the Chiropracter straight to (Judge) Caroline Ludlow's 
Memorial Service in Bury St Edmunds. A fantastic turnout and celebration of life followed by 
tea at the Athenaeum. Bill caught up with some friends and missed others on the way (sorry). 
Love to John & Merryn. 

 
 

I had known Caroline since the 70's when she was a prosecuting solicitor, and more recently 
worked with her in her role as the designated local Family Court Judge. Another friend who 
lived life to the full but was deserving of more time having retired in 2013. 
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Old Time Kitchen Session: an enjoyable evening cracking through some tunes, John, 
Martin, Arnie, Sheila and Bill.  Lots of music coffee'ncake. No OTKS in April as Sheila at 'Sore 
Fingers Summer School' and proximity to Easter means other participants likely to be 
elsewhere.   

Wednesday 4th March 2015. Bill popped Sheila onto her train at the start of her journey and 
trek in Ethiopia. Little Glemham Session: Bill dropped in on Richard Cove's session for a 
short while. A welcoming crowd of familiar faces and friends. Played a few tunes and sang a 
song before heading out for the Blaxhall Ship Session which on this evening comprised a 
trio of Priss, John and Bill, we explored lots of tunes. Bill won't be transferring loyalty in the 
near future, but it is good to visit a thrash session once in a while and the Lion may be first 
stop whenever Blaxhall coincides. 

Thursday 5th March2015. Tree lopped, boiler and gas fire serviced. Sheila has arrived 
safely. 

'At last we have connection at this Goha Hotel Gonder before we set off trekking tomorrow. It 
has been a long 2 days travelling. I was sleep deprived initially but recovering quickly. This is 
a very nice group of people. Looks like a good trip so far. We are close to the mts.' 

We are likely to be out of contact again once the group set out for the mountains. Good luck S 
x. 

Managed eventually to record and upload 'Tune of the Month' to melnet. 
http://youtu.be/5ivW1rCr_Ek .  

Started reading the life and hard times of a Korean Shaman. 

Friday 6th March 2015: dilemma, 'Big Music Night' or 'Hadleigh French Music and Dance 
Weekend', one a friendly social occasion with some good music, the other toe to toe with 
excellent musicians and also a friendly occasion! Hadleigh won the day this time and was 
right for me. Bof started the evening with a strong set followed by Katskoo who had arrived 
in the UK from Belgium at around 5pm, reached Hadleigh at 8pm and were on stage at 8.40.A 
solid set. Trio Saozon seem to be stronger every time I see them. I particularly enjoyed Tom 
Hardy's approach to guitar accompaniment with a highly effective idiosyncratic right hand 
over moving part chords and ringing open (at times unison) strings. Dave Shepherd and 
Simon Gielen finished the evening, both musicians world class in their field. Simon is a 
student of Andy Cutting's style of playing the melodeon, Dave is one of the best exponents of 
French music england has to offer.  A bravura virtuoso performance. 

Saturday 7th March 2015: Bill visited the car boot sale at Needham, then on to Hadleigh for 
a tramp around and the melodeon workshop with Simon Gielen in which he taught his own 
tune "Croatia". This had been his solo set piece from the night before. Class comprised 
Richard (freereeder), Simon Haines, Bill and Barry Askew. It has always been Bill's 
impression that European melodeon players work to master the instrument and then play 
music, while he has a sense that ,(obvious exceptions aside), the English approach is to learn 
to play a few tunes and hope the mastery will develop of its own accord. This was a European 
style workshop, the notes matter, the chords matter so the direction of the bellows and the 
decision where there is choice is made by the composer. By the end Bill could just about play 
some of the right notes in the right places. Simon G kindly reviewed the learning for us 
to record which is at http://youtu.be/g7QAzscXZ0U .The rest of the day being devoted to 
French Social Dancing, and Bill being neither French, energetic or overtly social retired 
exhausted by his morning's exertions. 

Sunday 8th March 2015: A quiet day, a bit of tidying in the graden but then got round to 
playing with the Audition 3 and laid down a song I have liked for decades but not played. Row 
On, http://youtu.be/4AoKQBA_i4I.  Bill drove out to Pettistree Greyhound session in the 
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evening, (discovered I have a headlight out). Drove back having decided that this was not an 
evening for a 'round the room' session. Played music in the front room until about midnight! 

Monday 9th March 2015: Replaced headlight bulb, (impressed myself). Woodbridge 
swimming with John and Graham. Posted A&E String Band Vid from Gainsborough 
http://youtu.be/rNuqjGa5gBk.Shottisham Sorrel Horse: Dragonfruit: are a duo comprisong 
Clare Woodcock on violin and vocals, and Ian Heywood Guitar and vocals. Both are trained 
musicians working professionally in that field. Clare has long been a colleague and friend of 
Sheila's. A magical combination, original material, poems set as songs and covers of Dylan, 
Tom Waits, Paul Simon and the Spooky Men's Chorale. Musicianship superb. Deserving of a 
wider audience , the word is spreading. Good to see Ross Burkitt who played a couple of 
Decemberist songs Chris kindly asked Bill to do a floor spot. He had taken his concertina but 
borrowed a guitar  and the score was concertina 1: Guitar 2. Ironically the main positive 
comments related to Diddy Wah Diddy which was presented as a fun throwaway with the 
audience joining in with gusto. Other friends present, Priss (Wednesday session), U3A 
members and the evening was hosted by Chris and Caroline who are almost archetypal folk 
club hosts in the old school way, (that is a compliment). 

Tuesday 10th March 2015 Booked to have a very expensive boiler part fitted. Sorted out the 
Audio/Video from Shottisham.Went to  Bluegrass Session Tattingstone Wheatsheaf: a low 
key affair, three banjos, two guitars, mandolin, dobro and autoharp in various combinations. 
Some songs and tunes and home to bed. 

Wednesday 11th March 2015: Popped round to John and Jo Goodluck's and workshopped 
some new songs and tunes for the Bards of the Heath which have been distributed for their 
input at practice. Put up Ross Burkitt video from Monday with his approval 
https://youtu.be/sKA-L8nA4qg .His name also popped up as a lawyer for Kerseys where I 
have a number of friends from my working life, and he also went to Leicester University, small 
world. Made a vanity vid of Tom Fowler's and London Hornpipes on guitar which I have been 
twiddling with for a while  . Session Elephant & Castle Eyke: good to see Roman (Geisler) 
out and playing, almost a full house of usual suspects  barring John & Sheila. Very enjoyable, 
lots of variety and give and take with a mix of interesting tunes in with the well known but not 
at the 'high table' part of the repertoire usually inhabited by 'heroes'. 

Friday 13th March 2015: Received updates from Sheila, now down from the mountain and 
on the homeward leg of her trek. Bill went for a swim and wander around Felixstowe. Sorted 
some vinyl and DVDs for the Car boot/charity shop. 

Saturday 14th March: Thought about going to Slackfolk but then about the round trip ... 
Popped into Moon & Mushroom in the evening where Silbury Hill were playing acoustically. 
Solid 60's 70's soft rock covers well rehearsed and delivered in 4square arrangements, an 
enyoyable half hour. Saw Paul Laughlin in passing. Sheila returns tomorrow, which will be 
good. I find my own company depressing at times, perhaps I am becoming somewhat aimless. 

Sunday 15th March 2015:Sheila returned from her trek in Ethiopia weary but unbo 

Monday 16th March 2015: Bill went swimming with the chaps. Spent most of the day 
scrubbing the computer in safe mode as it had picked up an unpleasant unwanted program 
and was running like a dog. Still not sure if it is fixed, may be buried root keys. Almost 
resorted to Combofix but we'll see how we go meanwhile. Instep had to decline a booking 
inquiry as Bill'nSheila will be at South Essex Bluegrass Festival. East Suffolk Morris 
practice was low key and enjoyable. Itw as suggested that Ravensthorpe Shepherds Hey 
needs a better tune, and we? remain unconvinced by the new Brighton Camp with revolving 
three tops which is being prepared for the Rome trip. 

Tuesday 17th March 2015: U3A Shepherd & Dog Hollesley: an enjoyable afternoon 
sharing songs and tunes and catching up with friends. 
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Wednesday 18th March 2015: Bill to the dentist, (and will have to return for  longer painful 
session). Des Herring Funeral and Wake : a wonderful celebration of life including traditional 
dance music, dance in the church, (Bill played for Mike Garland's jig at the graveside ), The 
send off at the Limes included about 40 minutes morris dancing by a conglomerate of sides 
including men from Cambridge, Thaxted, Hageneth,Chanctonbury Ring, Chameleonic. there 
was country dancing and singing and we gave Des a right good send off. 

 

 

 

Thursday 19th March 2015: spent most of the day sorting the video/audio from Des's send 
off. Shelagh has kindly agreed to my posting these which I have done. 

https://youtu.be/O7UQOABIZuA 

https://youtu.be/aCtKiX9eh50 

 

https://youtu.be/Trkarucex7I 

 

I am quite proud of the Celebration of life video which covers the public part of the day and 

captures the spirit. It is longer than I usually post but Des is worth it! Hopefully these will find 

their way to Des's friends around the country by osmosis. 

 

20th March 2015: Discovering Ryley Walker and through him Jack Rose and Daniel 

Bachman. fRoots would probably call them derivative but it is good to know that fingerpicking 

guitar still has a voice post 1975! Thought about going to Henley Folk Night but it didn't 

happen. 
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21st March 2015: Bill popped in to see Louise on the way to Melodeons and More at 

Mendlesham.  Caught up on the gossip and passed on best wishes to the workers and 

congrats to Richard and Gillian. M&M was a feast of playing posh boxes at the trade fair, 

deciding that he might manage to learn to play an English Concertina, and catching up with 

boxy friends. More engaged participation just doesn't appeal , the workshops are re-treads, 

the sessions relegated to back rooms and poorly supported, the Ceilidh doesn't really involve 

many people but takes up a large prime space. Lots of professional standard players make 

ambient sounds around the room but there is a generally subdued atmosphere to the event. 

The role of Melodeon.net and other day workshops seems to overshadow relevance of the 

Suffolk event in its present format. Bill had been surprised to see that even at two days notice 

the concert was not sold out. (Box report: The Cairdin English Box is in direct competition to 

the 'Tommy' but with a flat keyboard, the Tommy is £200 more expensive, but worth the extra 

money if you have it. Best other option for the same money is the new Fisitalia Elite, a 

stepped two and a half row box built to Italien spec for less that the Tommy, a very good 

player. Bill was tempted by a second hand 5 voice Saltarelle on Rees Wesson's stall but 

remembered he is but a simple lightweight Hohner man just in time. Rees was telling me that 

his son has recently asked to join the business, he is thrilled (and surprised) to be able to 

pass on the skills within the family.  

 

22nd March 2015: Lazy sunday, visited and caught up with Rowan, posted a Dragonfruit 

video from their Shottisham appearance. Played a bit of melodeon inspired by visiting M&M, 

and guitar.  

 

23rd March 2015: Swam and caught up with John G, (Bill maintaining 40 lengths as 

maintenance and 50 if I feel up to it at the moment, radical for a very unfit fellow). Musicians 

Union meet Up at the Cult Cafe Ipswich hed been circulated to all IP postcode members. I 

popped down for an hour, caught up with Paul Burrows, and met JAmie Pullman who are the 

local are reps, (except the 'local' area is from Exeter to Skegness!) Also had a chat with 

Harriet Bennett and picked up a couple of MU pens and a bottle opener. Membership is a 

luxoury which I can afford at the moment and a necessity for Holly which she can't, (or may 

be able to as a student member). 

 

24th March 2015: Topped up the washer water and oil on the car. Listened to a lot of Wizz 

Jones, John Martyn, Michael Chapman, John Renbourn, etc on Spotify, from an era when the 

experience of music was not ubiquitous (no mobile phones or internet), and fingerstyle was 

king. Nearly went to the non existent, (not the last Tuesday in the month), Bluegrass session 

at Tattingstone, (it is next week). Spent the evening writing out the tune for a new Bards of 

the Heath song with words by Sheila Haskin.  

 

25th March 2015: Eyke Elephant & Castle Session: an excellent evening playing music of 

many traditional types, Chris, caroline, Priss, Mike, Crawford, Bill'nSheila. No frills. 
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26th March 2015: to Colchester for a ramble while Sheila at a meeting there. The new 

Grapevine is out extremely early, collected one at Slackspace where I dropped in for a cup of 

tea before a fruitless trawl round the charity shops topped off with a double cheeseburger.  

Finished reading 'The Wolf in Winter by John Connolly, a Charlie Parker novel describing a 

man who in the course of his investigations treads pathways between the worlds of life and 

death.Now to await the next instalment. RIP John Renbourn who has died. Strange that in 

the last few days I had been listening to and playing material from and by him for the first time 

in ages. It just felt relevant. (See entry 24th March). Steamboat Session so successful last 

month was rather muted this time with about a dozen attending of whom six (includiing the 

nominal organisers) left by 9.30. One difficulty is a proximate session at Walton Half Moon 

which is dividing the participants. Some worthwhile music and song but generally not a good 

night (or omen) for this session.  

 

27th March 2015: Everyman Folk Club: The Askew Sisters: an excellent evening, (as 

always). Strong support from the floor and two outstanding sets from the Askew Sisters who 

are excellent musicians and interpreters of English traditional songs and tunes, particularly 

ballads. Good to have Jo Goodluck along. Priss Forrest  asked if I will work with her to 

arrange some Scottish songs with the guitar, sound like an enjoyable project. 

 

28th March 2015: Oxblood Molly Day of Dance: Halesworth: Sheila was playing with 

Pretty Grimm Border Morris so Bill adopted the role of consort and had a general wander 

catching up with friends and watching/videoing what he could catch of the dance groups. This 

was the first O.M Day of Dance and went very well. Bill particularly enjoyed seeing Old 

School Rapper, Chelmsford Ladies, Bows & Belles and Green Dragon. This is 

recreational dancing and with notable exceptions does not bear critical review. Dancing for 

pleasure and as a social experience with mixed sides of all ages is an excellent pastime and 

was the focus of the day. The Chelmsford Morris Band were a delight.  In the absence of a 

'session' or a non dancing (or even a lunch) break Bill was content to have left his instruments 

at home.  We ordered a curry on the way home and flopped for the evening . 

 

29th March 2015: Bill enjoyed a day sorting some of the video from the Halesworth day of 

dance and entertaining Sheila's grand-daughter Jorja who was teaching him some songs. 

Mulberry Tree Session was good fun, Mick & Sue brought their instruments (first time ?)and 

led some tunes, some of the main players were absent but the evening was well supported 

and ran very well with lots of enjoyable songs and melodies shared among friends.  

 

30th March 2015: Spent more time prepping and posting video from Halesworth Day of 

Dance. Confirms my (long held) view that drums should be treated with the respect and 

endeavour that might mean they are played in time and appropriately to the dance and not 

just thrust towards the nearest member of a side who isn't in 'this one'. Shottisham Folk and 

Acoustic Night featured Tin River, a trio from North Suffolk/Norfolk who are each masters of 

their instruments and combined a formidable combination. Melodeon with a flavour of the 
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complex and idiosyncratic style reminiscent of of Tony Hall, some excellent back up guitar 

with a combination Travis/fingerpicked style and intricate whistle work, song accompanied 

and acappella, and tunes from a variety of sources. Good to see Mike Meierstein and Priss 

Forrest playing from the floor. It will be interesting to see how the Bards fare at this venue in 

May! 

 

31st March 2015: Riverside Centre Stratford St Andrew: U3A Concert with Face 

Furniture: Adrian May & Murray Griffin our first experience of a U3A concert and it was 

excellent, overture by the band, six foor spots in each half and a talented and mildly 

challenging main act with some finely crafted song. Tea and an abundance of cake included. 

Thanks Rob (Neal) for organising and the team for the tea and cake. Tattingstone White 

Horse: Bluegrass session: an enjoyable evening sharing songs and tunes, in various 

combinations, four guitars, three mandolins,a dobro, a banjo, bass and autoharp. Interesting 

to play Auld Lang Syne as a bluegrass tune, (worked well). We had an enthusiastic young 

audience which prompted 'The Marvelous Toy' and 'Mockingbird, (Hush little baby). We'll 

work on the Fox for next time! 

 

1st April 2015: popped into the Crown Little Glemham Session for an hour before moving 

on to the Blaxhall Ship. The Crown was an extension of the folk we see at U3A, including 

some younger people and very lively and enjoyable. The  Ship, quieter but no less enjoyable 

and as usual primarily a tune session.  

 

2nd April 2015: Bill posted his Melnet Tune and Theme of the month entries. Sheila went to 

Pretty Grimm practice. 

 

5th April 2015: Sheila off to Sore Fingers for the week learning Old Time fiddle with Rachel 

Eddy. Holly came to tea. She has found a Cello player for her recording session tomorrow, 

(Harriet Bennet, old MU friend of Bill's). She goes off to Derbyshire to work with a 

choreographer for the week then back to Ayr.  

 

6th April 2015: quiet day, car boot, reading, playing music. 

 

7th April 2015: Sheila at Sore Fingers, Bill went for a swim with John G. Evening the old 

time kitchen session was Bill, Arnie and Martin, very productive with tunes from all areas, 

old time, folk, morris, rags. 

 

8th April 2015: Mandolin arrived as impulse e-bay purchase, frets all lifted, nut wrong size, 

unplayable. Have requested return but hadn't noticed 'no returns' on the ad. Annual cock 

up/lesson learnt. Had leisurely lunch with the Class of 96 at Arlingtons. I hadn't been to 

Ipswich for a month and it is even more desolate than I found it to be last time. BAck again for 

nightmare Dentist appointment tomorrow!. Margarette has sent me the music for Concertina 

Day on 9th May, challenging!. Eyke Elephant & Castle: Bill Priss & Crawford. didn't start, TV 
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stayed on, we had a drink and left. 

 

9th April 2015: Dentist, best advice lose the tooth and add another plastic one to the plate! 

so booke back for later in the month.  Couldn't find spare car key, fruitless search and 

resigned to buying a spare for extortionate price. (Sorted now, see tomorrow). Played front 

room music and read my book, (Promenade of the Gods by Koji Suzuki. 

 

10th April 2015: Key found, (in Sheila's fiddle case having remembered she took it to 

Halesworth). Finished book, a gentle moral tale of mystery and cultism. 

Car passed MoT so will run it for another year (thanks Rob). Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club: 

two floor spots didn't turn up so Val & Simon played some tunes from their 'Bass Instincts' 

days, Maggie & Stan sang the Hartlepool Monkey with Maggie playing Simon's rather posh 

melodeon. The Columbines played a a set of four songs, old friends from the Henley session. 

support tonight was Alice and Megs Martin, again friends from Henley,who played an 

extended set, some very intricate guitar work from Alice out of DADGAD and  standard 

tunings.Jumping Beans, a quartet from Cambridge with Robin Gillan, who we have met at 

old-time events, (he teaches old time fiddle and banjo), Sylvie on whistlesand piano,  a 

fantastic player, Pete on Bodhran, (virtually inaudible), and I think James on fiddle and guitar. 

The group play as a barn dance band and in other permutations so this evening was spent 

passing along the line choosing what to play.  Pleasantly informal but the 'beans' only 

exceeded the sum of their parts on a couple of occasions and for the rest this was a capable 

pub session as  'presentation'. Each member a fine musician but the set was haphazard and 

overly risky. I like bands/artists that play from the edge, but this was a case of peeping over 

and pulling back. None the less an enjoyable evening out at a well supported club. 

 

11th April 2015: Slackfolk Colchester: Bill spent an enjoyable afternoon at Slackfolk 

including playing a set, (thank you Richard). Others who played were Paul Riley & Imogen, 

some excellent guitar work and singing, Cindery from Brightlingsea, Guitars and mandolin 

duo, Tom and Barbara from Wivenhoe Folk Club, spontaneous entertainment and old 

favourites. Bill's set was marred (in his eyes) by a few missed words and a false start but 

seemed to go down well, (a couple of people took away information stickers). First public solo 

set in a few years, just pretended we were all in the parlour. Varifocals and a vocal mic under 

the nose make for interesting visuals (and a few bum notes).! Thank you to Tom who looked 

after the sound beautifully  and went the extra mile with changes between guitar/melodeon 

and concertina. It felt good to get back to some of the Trad English material, although when 

given the choice the audience wanted blues! Great fun to do.  

PS Lovely feedback from Richard: 'Many thanks for coming along to perform for us at 

SlackFolk. It was a great and varied performance - created a real buzz. I hope that you 

enjoyed it as much as I and the rest of the audience did.', I did, thanks Richard. 

 

12th April 2015: Popped to Car Boot and Bill visited Rowan, we didn't make the Steeple 

Bumpstead Bluegrass afternoon, not enough hours in the day. Mulberry Tree Session, the 
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usual enjoyable anarchy. We sat out of the way, Mick & Sue were in with the scrum and a 

good time was had by all of the the disparate participants and supporters. the next session is 

Wednesday 22nd with 'star' visitors dropping in so I am guessing wall to wall adulation, 

(maybe one to miss!) 

 

13th April 2015: Woodbridge and swimmming, no JG, (probably thought children were still off 

school).East Suffolk Morris: first 'dance out' of the season, Thornbank care home and The 

Woolpack. Bonus was to find an old friend of fok and morris in residence, Hamish Fraser, a 

national figure in the folk movement and friend of Douglas Kennedy. Hamish is in fine form 

singing along and later talking about folk and morris. I missed his bursting into song with 

'Herod & the Cock'. The dance out at the Woolpack included the two new dances for the year 

as Brian's first season as Squire begins. 

 

14th April 2015: U3A Kings Head Orford: very enjoyable afternoon's singing and playing 

music followed by a wander to Orford Quay and a fish and chip supper after which Bluegrass 

at Tattingstone seemed a step too far to venture! 

 

15th April 2015: Popped round to Dick's, enjoyed coffee & scones in the garden, (thanks 

Dorothy) and updated on Rome arrangements.(Dick's gen more up to date than mine. Dentist 

drilled the nerve out of offending tooth and we decided to try and keep it going a year or two 

longer, further appointment to clear root canal and rebuild. Twiddled with video and audio 

from Slackfolk and sent dropbox links off. Packed for Rome, leaving at 4am tomorrow so 

giving Blaxhall a miss tonight. 

 

16th - 20th April 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men: Rome (including nuptuals): We travelled 

on Thursday 16th April arriving around midday. We stopped off for lunch and a tour of the 

Italien Air Force Museum which was close by the camp site and very interesting. The camp 

was 'Camping Porticciolo Bracciano, set at the edge of a lake with splendid cabin 

accommodation and very welcoming. Supper, music, singinga nd bed. Friday 17th April: 

Rome where our 7 permissions to dance had been reduced to one so we tramped around, 

had lunch. Some people peeled of and the remainder danced as arranged, had supper and 

came back via a supplementary night-time dance spot at Rome Station, (2 videos on YT 

channel). Saturday 18th April at Anguillara Sabazia the nuptuals took place and Tim and 

Maria Elena were married. The side danced Blue Eyed Stranger as they emerged, (video is 

up), and we went on to the reception at Casale di Martignan where dancing (both morris and 

social), and mumming were included in the proceedings. Sunday 19th April: Viterbo 

travelling by train to this small town which was welcoming to strangers, and where our 

dancing was well received. Home fopr an evening meal joined by the happy couple and 

remaining guests followed by music and song. Monday 20th April: some of us climbed the 

very steep hill into Bracciano and had a wander and a coffee, others remained at the camp 

site before returning to the UK on an early evening flight arriving around 9pm. Thank you to 

Kevin and Tim for sterling organisation, Brian as Squire and Mike as Bagman. 
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Tuesday 21st April: Philip Schofield came round for a coffee. We have known each other 

since the beginning of primary school but been out of touch since the end of secondary 

school. Philip contacted the Bards of teh Heath FB page asking after John Goodluck only to 

find that I am the administrator and recognised the name and the connection. It is good to be 

back in touch, and we will probably meet up again later in the week before he returns to 

Dorchester. 

 

Wednesday 22nd April 2015: lazy day, decided that we would give the Sunday Session a 

miss, Spiers and Boden have lost our musical interest of late and are not a draw to a crowded 

pub. 

 

Thursday 23rd April 2015: had a wander around Colchester, Morris at The Dove a regular 

annual outing for East Suffolk Morris. A good turnout and stand of dances which were 

appreciated by the crowd. A clear evening so very cold, Bill left shortly after the dancing to 

warm up at home. Sheila went to Pretty Grimm practice, (she noticed recently that Pretty 

Grimm have not put their details into Mardles). 

 

Friday 24th April 2015: received an inquiry to play at the new Suffolk Bench Social Event, 

likely to be on a day we are away but maybe next time. Popped to woodbridge for a tramp 

and a swim, saw Sheila Haskins  (Bard poet) at the library, who asked about the song John 

Ball which I played at Imbolc evening. Everyman Folk Club: Artisan: on their reunion tour 

were excellent, still loquacious but not unbearably so, and stronger with age and the 

opportunity to select from a large repotoire so the content was filtered. Extremely strong 

support from the floor (with Poacher outsinging the main act for strength and depth of 

presentation). 

 

A quiet weekend, had a singing practice with Sheila as we have some forthcoming spots and 

a coupld of U3A's. Added another vid from the Rome trip. 

 

Monday 27th April 2015: Rowan's birthday, Bill popped round but missed him at the 

weekend. Also missed JG at swimming, must have been by minutes as Bill got out at 1.15, 

would have enjoyed the excuse to add a few lengths to the target, (always easier when 

chatting) . East Suffolk Morris Men: the Rampant Horse Needham Market: a good show 

and enjoyable music, (Dick, DaveD & Bill). Still very cold in the evenings, bill brought his chills 

home early again. 

 

Tuesday 28th April 2015: U3A Traditional Music Session, The Dove Ipswich in the 'green 

room', ie the tented area behind the pub where a gale was blowing and songs & tunes  were 

regularly accompanied by sirens, motor cycles and flapping canvas. the venue may not be 

repeated although it is popular with the Morris and othere sessionaires for the warm welcome 

and high quality beer. Bill posted a video of the mummers play from Tim and Maria Elena's 
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wedding, unlisted as people may be getting Rome'd out by now. The link is on a 'Bill' post on 

East Suffolk's facebook page for anyone interested. Bluegrass at Tattingstone White Horse: 

eight folks, four banjos, three mandolins, one autoharp, three guitars, one dobro in various 

combinations. Bill hadn't been to Bluegrass for a while so enjoyed a stretch.  The daughter of 

the house enjoyed 'The Marvellous Toy' so much last time she asked for it again. Bill's 

children grew up singing it, so good to continue that. Perhaps may introduce more children's 

songs, (to the chagrin of the other bluegrassers!) 

 

Wednesday 29th April 2015:popped round to Johns for a run through new Bards songs and 

have a cuppa, very enjoyable. Blaxhall Ship Wednesday Session: Chris and Caroline's 

transatlantic jig doll friends/guests were in attendance and the evening was extremely 

enjoyable with lots of music and a large number of limberjacks, as jig dolls are known in 

America. (It sounds as though the official 'Jig Doll evening' on 28th was packed so better 

avoided! 

 

Feedback that Dr Dick enjoyed the evening 'On 29 April, we visited Chris Harvey’s jig doll 

workshop at his home and I purchased one of his prized puppets that I had long coveted from 

his website catalog. That 2nd evening, Chris and his  melodeon/guitar-playing wife, Caroline, 

came out again along with several local Blaxhall musicians who showed up for their 

customary Wednesday evening music get together. Another 2.5 hours of dancing puppets, 

spoons and harmonica playing filled me with joy and left me tired with sore, carpal-tunnel 

weary hands. But it was worth it. I had achieved one of the goals I thought I'd never reach 

since becoming a wandering limberjack puppeteer-musician who now, at age 82, has danced 

puppets and played spoons in 60 cities, 14 States and 8 countries! [If my harmonica playing is 

added, the total is well over 60 cities and 4-5 more countries.]  

 

Thursday 30th April 2015: Bill dentist and had root filling, fun! Wandered the wasteland of 

Ipswich for an hour or so,depressing. Steamboat session: a good mixture of talented 

musicians gathered together but no spirit, an ailing session (see notes from last time). 

Clashed with Lattice Barn session and seems to have become an ordered round the room 

rather than the mash up of old. Sheila stayed home tired, Bill didn't get the instruments out of 

their bags, chatted with Barry and Gerry and came home for an early night. 

 

Friday 1st May 2015: Bill far too sensible to partake in dawn at Felixstowe with ESMM. 

Finished book, (The Siren by Alison Bruce). 

 

to Sunday 3rd May Rochester Sweeps with Sheila who is playing for Pretty Grim Morris. 

An enjoyabl couple of days. All the instruments stayed in the van. Spent Saturday with part of 

the dynasty, rolled down a hill, lunch was curry from 'Cinnamon Girl' stand which was 

excellent, bbq in the evening also excellent including some interesting conversation. Early 

nights on each evening, which were colder than they deserved to be. Some good dancing , 

new wave border is not Bill's fancy but there were some talented exponents present. 
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'Hookeagle', and 'Loose Women' impressed on the Sunday with some excellent sets. We 

saw the beginning of the Bounty Hounds set at the Gordon Hotel, far too loud, Alex's 

melodeon was inaudible and the mandolin irrelevent. (Bill described it as Dr Feelgood plays 

folk). We are told that with  a proper 'mix and level' the band can sound good but not on this 

occasion. Perhaps it was the Kent approach! 

We gave the Percy Webb Cup a miss, Sheila usually enjoys this annual event but energy 

levels were a bit low come Sunday evening. 

 

Monday 4th May 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men danced at Finningham White Horse and at 

Mendlesham Street Fair.  The pub was very welcoming, as was the fiar although Mendlesham 

was poorly attended either by traders or public despite a sunny afternoon. The side was a bit 

low on numbers as well for this annual outing. Put me in mind of a recent conversation about 

morris sides having a sell by date beyond which they can't continue.... 

 

Tuesday 5th May 2015: Uploaded Tune of the Month Melnet, harlequin Air. An enjoyable 

swim with JG on his birthday. As expected I am apparently described as having been very 

grumpy at the Steamboat last week. U3A at Eyke Elephant and Castle great fun playing 

music and singing with friends . Sheila absent as also Isaac's birthday and she is off for a slap 

up meal with a home made birthday cake. Old Time Kitchen Session: Arnie, James, Sheila 

& Bill, an enjoyable evening playing tunes, drinking cofeee and eating cake. Conclusion, 

needs more structure? Maybe not. 

 

Wednesday 6th May 2015: Eyke Elephant & Castle Session: an enjoyable evening with a 

mix of music from Roman, Mike, Priss, John B, Crawford, Sheila & Bill. 

 

Thursday 7th May 2015: Bill tidied up some videos, had a run through of Bards songs for 

Sunday and Monday and dropped in at Orwell Bluegrass Festival for the first day and 

perhaps opening session. It probably happened but not while he was there, very busy 

environment with lots of noise and people comparing instruments and renewing acquaintance, 

(in that order). Sheila played for Pretty Grim at Blaxhall Ship after which I understand there 

was a vote whether to retain tailcoats or move to tatters. 

 

Friday 8th May 2015: The result is in, and anecdotally more predictable than polled, given 

that the British tend to vote out of self interest and on the basis that anyone with less 

(money,goods,health) should take responsibility to improve their lot, (whatever it may be). In 

five years the next election will be irrelevent as Britain will be simply an unconsidered far flung 

island in the empire of multi national corporation.com  Oh well. Bluegrass today, bluegrass 

and concertinas tomorrow, bluegrass, bards and session on Sunday , swimming and Bards 

on Monday, Bluegrass on Tuesday and so it continues. Thinking about going back to work for 

a rest from retirement! Orwell Bluegrass Festival: Bill enjoyed playing informally in the 

morning and watching Jeni & Billy play a couple of sets and The Moretons , (Chris & Wendy) 

play a set in the evening. Sheila on duty at the Old Time Tent. Feels fuller than previous years 
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and  in some ways less accessible. 

 

Saturday 9th May 2015: Concertina Day with Roger Digby & friends. Not to be missed, a 

fantastic day, John Kirkpatrick was on his way out to a gig as we arrived and played us a tune. 

Then a day of sitting arond a table playing tunes on Anglo concertinas, (and trying out the 

ones that were not our own). Roger road tested the workshops he has been asked to present 

at Sidmouth this year.  A wonderful shared lunch divided the day and a lot of chatting. Bliss, 

thank you to Margarette for arranging that I attend. Prwell Bluegrass Festival: Bill dropped in 

for the evening, (Sheila had been on duty and present for most of the day). The mainstage 

was not particularly inspiring, Sheila enjoyed the Old Time programme, Bill went home. 

 

Sunday 10th May 2015: Orwell Bluegrass Festival: Sheila on duty and present most of the 

day.Bill dropped in, the Gospel session started well, not much else happening so went on to 

MSB Felixstowe where Bards of the Heath were playing. The playing was fun, the hanging 

around dreary and the event like the tables at the temple. Nice to play a bit of solo guitar and 

some standards with Pete. Too tired to go out in the evening, heard subsequently that the 

Mulberry Tree Session wasnoisy and raucaus, ('no longer a musicians session'). No idea how 

the Orwell farewell session went. 

 

Monday 11th May 2015: Bill's weekly swim and afternoon nap! Bards of the Heath 

Shottisham Sorrel Horse: seemed to go well. It was good to play in a music venue, and 

friends from U3A, sessions and Wicklaw came in support. Bill'nSheila and Pete'nJanine 

played floor spots, Alan Day played concertina during the interval having returned to Suffolk 

to live. 

 

Tuesday 12th May 2015: Tattingstone Wheatsheaf Bluegrass Session. A very enjoyable 

evening of tunes and songs engaging a good stretch which made up for missing some of the 

Orwell Festival. 

 

Wednesday 13th May 2015: Blaxhall Ship Wednesday Session: Priss, John B, Sheila'nBill, 

an enjoyable evening swapping tunes and catching up. I commented that the most enjoyable 

playing sessions are the least publicised and supported, perhaps just as well looking at the 

musical state of the more 'popular' sessions at the moment. Sounds snobby but there has to 

be pleasure in the playing and a shared mutual, rather than competitive interest. 

 

Thursday 14th May2015: Sheila at Pretty Grim practice to prepare for Demon Barbers next 

week at the Apex. Received message from Mike Briggs that Henley Folk Night will not take 

place tomorrow as only 4 people had signed up for a spot. Mike is looking for feedback 

whether to carry on. Put me in mind of yesterday's post. Shared the mp3 of Bards at 

Shottisham with the chaps,  it will be interesting to hear feedback. 

 

Friday 15th May 2015: BB King has died, a blues legend. Enough obituaries to go round, 
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nothing to add. Bill went for a 'top up' swim, (Sheila worries that he'll soon be fit enough to 

catch her!). Posted Beachcomber as a Bards video on YT, (about the only track with light 

and shade). 

 

Lazy non musical weekend, missed out on Clopton Ceilidh, Kieron Goss and Weird and 

Wonderful Wood. NOt intended but just the way things panned out. 

 

Monday 18th May 2015: had a swim, (no JG, he is going Friday so I will see how I feel then). 

East Suffolk Morris Men: Stowmarket. A short stand at the Buttermarket to a largely 

disintersted populace, then on to the Royal William. We were joined by Hageneth Morris on 

this evening. Bill the only musician this week and he nearly gave it a miss. Pete Dodd was on 

his own last week so confirming maybe a system required. The dancers have to stick to a non 

esoteric repertoire in the absence of the big guns! 

 

Tuesday 19th May 2015: U3A Traditional Music Session: The Steamboat Tavern 

Ipswich. A most excellent afternoon, the parking problems foretold did not materialise and 

the pub is on the water so quiet and traditional although in a town location. Some fine singing 

and playing, largely themed around water and orphans. Also good to hear the Steamboat 

resound to a thriving folk session again. Thank you to Rob and Leslie. 

 

Wednesday 20th May 2015: Elephant & Castle Eyke, Priss, Roman, Bill and Sheila. Might 

have been enjoyable, played some cracking tunes. the landlady, though welcoming, is partial 

to a TV programme involving extreme violence and high intensity sex scenes, (the customers 

seem to prefer the music and/or cribbage). This, and we, are playing in the pub at the same 

time. Often at the end of a tune the TV volume sounds louder than it did at the beginning. 

Maybe a need to revue venues and seek a new home for this session. 

 

Thursday 21st May 2015: swim and chat with JohnG.  

 

Friday 22nd May 2015: Pretty Grim at/and Demon Barbers XL Bury Apex Pretty Grim and 

Green Dragon danced outside before the show, (as did a junior contemprary dance group). 

PG music overwhelmed by drums (loud and out of synch), lots of dancers but not the best 

show, GD music (fiddle) good,  the drums joined in then same issue, a young side did well 

and didn't need a call. Joint dance to finish. Demon Barbers, sound was awful for the first 

half, improved in the second. The band now destroy two songs which I enjoy playing, (Friend 

of the Devil & Swimming Song), up one from last time. 'Two Brothers' (from Nic Jones) was 

excellent, dancers were excellent but having seen the previous show this adds nothing. The 

band are all excellent musicians wasted in a highly rehearsed and perfectly executed 70s 

Folk Rock  mish mash. Live at the Disco is right on the money, Damien had to re-assure the 

audience about the sound quality on the CD, pity about the music was my private thought. 

The audience loved it, but then they probably still like Bellowhead so that is no 

recommendation! Rant over. I have great respect for Damien's enthusiasm and the work 
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which patently goes into his projects. On form he is a fantastic and sincere singer and 

performer, This was not for me. 

 

Saturday 23rd /Sunday 24th May: FOATMAD Sacrewell Weekend informal American Old 

Time Music camping at Sacrewell Farm Centre near Peterborough. A lot more civilised than 

Bill had previously thought.  An enjoyable 'D session' around the campfire in the evening. 

(Friday was 'G' and Sunday 'A'). Bill read about half of Mr Dorrell and Jonathon Strange, 

travelled back via a cup of tea with Shilea's sister/niece and dogs. Bill's expressed concerns 

to John G about Felixstowe TV filming Bards of the Heath at the MBS Festival on 10th May, 

assurances were given by him. FTV have published a video with two complete songs under 

Felixstowe TV copyright. It is not clear upon what basis there was a presumed consent to film 

professionally, and what releases and terms of publication were agreed. Bill  unhappy. 

Sunday 24th May: Mulberry Tree: started quietly and was storming, loud and chaotic by the 

end. A recently received comment that the session had become 'shanty heavy' proved correct 

on this night. Some strong personalities leave little space for variety or new entrants who are 

slow off the mark. Good to see James back on leave from the army. 

 

Tuesday 26th May: White Horse Tattingstone: Bluegrass Session: looked quiet initially 

with Rex,Trevor, Cliff and Bill, when we were joined by Stephen Llewellyn and Imani Mosley 

who had seen the session in Mardles and come to watch. Stephen has spent many years as 

a folk musician, and Imani is a musicologist and bluegrass/old time musician from North 

Carolina. After introductions and settling in both Stephen and Imani joined the session, 

Stephen played an excellent interpretation of 'Boots of Spanish Leather' and other songs from 

the folk club tradition, Imani joined in with mandolin and also sang. Thank you for your 

excellent musical company, we look forward to seeing you again. 

 

Wednesday 27th May: Session cancelled, would have been Blaxhall but this is Shipshape 

week, and Chris and Caroline want to give them a look over! 

 

Thursday 28th May 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men: Suffolk Show: an enjoyable but 

exhausting day dancing around the showground and bumping into friends. 

 

Friday 29th May 2015: Everyman Folk Club: Mick Ryan and Paul Downes, a masterclass 

in songwriting and musicianship. Great to see Steve and Mary playing a spot, (their first in 

eight years). A strong evening of support all round, (Bill'nSheila played a couple). Megan 

sang her cup winning song, (to be followed next week by a spot at Hadleigh FC having won 

their songwriting competition). We have ordered tickets for next year which looks excellent, 

and Bill is thinking about buying a Yew mandolin from Dave Tricker. We'll see how it plays. 

 

Saturday 30th May 2015: we went for a cycle ride and bumped into Paul (Mc2) McCartney 

who invited us over for toasted marshmallow with himself and Linda and Pete (Mc2 & Bards) 

and Sarah who were enjoyiong a  BBQ. We had a most enjoyable afternoon supping, eating 
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and chatting, thanks Paul & Linda. 

 

Sunday 31st May 2015: East Creek Union were playing at the Duke of York on this 

afternoon so we went along, Sheila stepped and we thoroughly enjoyed a couple of sets of 

Old Time played with verve to an appreciative audience and chatting to the band who we 

have supported locally as they have developed from a duo to band and have some 

prestigious bookings. Video posted 

 

Monday 1st June 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men: The Castle Bredfield: an excellent 

dance spot with almost the full orchestra playing well together. Some unsolicited favorable 

comments received. Posted Tune of the month video. 

 

Tuesday 2nd June 2015: U3A Old Chequers Friston: a great turnout and enjoyable 

afternoon in this welcoming pub playing songs and tunes with friends. 

Old Time Kitchen Session: all present, Sheila, Arnie, James,John, Martin & Bill Tunes with 

coffee and cake, sounding better than ever! Posted theme of the month melodeon video. 

 

Wednesday 3rd June 2015: Paddy Butcher at the Wicklaw  Kirton White Horse : Paddy 

returned to the Wicklaw with a couple of sets of music, song and anecdotes which charmed 

and delighted all present, explaining how a hurdy gurdy works and remembering Fred Jordan, 

Walter Pardon and Annie Briggs in despatches. Great. 

 

Thursday 4th July: Prostate Cancer event at The Dove Ipswich: Pretty Grim Morris and 

Westrefelda Morris,  Both Morris sides danced at 7.30. The dancing was originally published 

as to be followed by a session, and a number of regular sessioneers had attended prepared 

to play, but this had subsequently become a led 'singalong a' evening. The morris sides 

moved on to dance at the waterfront and returned to an event that was not thriving or 

revivable. We left. Most of the sessioneers who had attended and remained were enjoying the 

pub's general facilities and steering well clear of the event, others were trapped. 

 

Friday 5th July 2015: Hadleigh Folk Club: Louise Jordan with 'Where's Spot' in support. 

This evening included the two winners of the young songwriter competition which the club 

organised last year. Megan (Wisdom) and Ele(anor Masterman) each sang a three song set 

which included their jointly winning songs, and which together with Tom King's opening 

set  were the highlights of the evening. 'Where's Spot' are extremely good musicians and 

singers, well rehearsed and with a practised presentation. The set of covers were popular 

songs but the overall feel was 'conference centre/lift' music. Louise Jordan was enjoying a 

freedom from the limited expectations of a traditional folk club. She played piano and guitar, 

both to a high standard derived from her classical music background, and sang songs 

including arrangements of AA Milne poems, covers and traditional material. Louise came 

across as genuine, witty and likeable. The material was note perfectly arranged. I have a 

sense that by appealing to a broad church, filtering material to accommodate the venue, that 
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Louise's music is still discovering its place in the 'business' that folk music has become, (for 

good or ill). Louise referred to her experiences playing to wider european audiences, and I 

suspect that may be where most of her work may be found. I appreciated the music, but was 

left uncertain about the experience, perhaps I would enjoy Louise's  'folk club' set better.  

 

Sunday 7th June 2015: Wickham Skeith Open Gardens Bill'nSheila: An enjoyable 

afternoon playing and singing in glorious sunshine, drinking tea and eating cake. Mulberry 

Tree Session: lots of music shared around the room, best night for a while. 

 

Monday 8th June 2015: East Suffolk Morris: Eyke and Lower Ufford. An excellent 

evening and Bill even stayed for the singsong after which was also good fun. 

 

Tuesday 9th June 2015: Bluegrass Tattingstone Wheatsheaf: an enjoyable session, good 

to have Chris out on bass and hear that Orwell B F came out (just) the right side of the line. 

Old time rules for some of the tunes, a couple of accellerators in the group but.... Val singing 

well. 

 

Wednesday 10th June 2015: Blaxhall Ship session.An enjoyable run through 

celtic/playford/modern tunes. Bill pcking up the patterns for some of Roman Geisler's French 

material. Next week Glemham Crown where we are promised there will not be a TV  present! 

 

Thursday 11th June 2015: Sheila to Aldringham with Pretty Grim, returned with thePretty 

Grim HAndbook 2015 which made an interesting read over breakfast on Friday. 

 

Friday 12th June 2015: Susan and Dana Robinson at Milkmaid Folk Club, Different 

Accents in support.Lovely to turn up and discover that Different Accents are all friends from 

different areas of life who are now playing together as a band. They played an excellent set of 

standard favourites in a  mainly 'honky tonk' country style (which would have been more 

enjoyable without/with a more sensitively applied pa). (The Milkmaid utilise a stadium PA to a 

folk club room. I am told that this is to deal with extraneous noise from the rowdy conservative 

residents of the Constituational Club in the next room).Susan and Dana are one of a 

seemingly large number of American couples making a living as travelling musicians with a 

folk/old time background. Old time tunes aside, their arrangements were dependant on the 

availability of some pa. Beautiful instruments but the sound was driven by  on- board 

electronics for most of the evening. Bill preferred Susan's playing style on the guitar to Dana's 

rather rock'nroll approach, and she has a right hand phenominal frailing style on the banjo. 

Dana's approach to fiddle and mandolin is highly disciplined and accurate. It will be 

interesting to see how the couple fare in a predominantly 'old-time' environment. An enjoyable 

evening of music well played, but also confirmed Bill's feeling why the CD which he had 

possessed wound up in the car boot box. 

 

Saturday 13th June 2015: MBS Marconi Club Chelmsford: Bards of the Heath: mixed 
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feelings, a couple of reasonable short sets at a prestige event, but it entailed 100 mile round 

trip, being refused parking with instruments so a half mile laded trek from the overflow car-

park, and we do it for free anyway. Somebody is taking the band for a ride. Next year is a 

likely 'no' from Bill on these terms, even given great staging and an excellent sound man. Too 

much hassle to play for the love of it.  

 

Sunday 14th July 2015: rainyish day. Bill put together video and dropbox from yesterday's 

Bards gig, then an eightsome reel set for the Instep private function in September where it 

has been requested. Nine minutes of living dangerously error  order, parts and length! Mike 

Garland called at tea time inviting Bill to sit in with Inertia Reel who have been requested to 

substitute  for Spit and Polish at a (significant) private function next Saturday. Spit and 

Polish's bass player can't play (fell of bike and broke arm), so rather than use either their in 

house spare bass player, or any number of competent available substitutes, the band are 

dropping out and will offer a combo which is without its usual guitarist and bass players, and 

with Bill as dep. Talk of living dangerously, at least the customer can sue S & P if we are not 

up to snuff! 

 

Monday 15th June 2015: Bill's Birthday. Sheila framed Bill's retirement present pictures by 

Tony Osler as her gift, thank you. Bill went for a swim with John G and the world was put to 

rights. East Suffolk Morris Men were at Aldeburgh in the evening where there were few 

people and much wind, so ideal for testing out the microphone muffs for the Zoom  recently 

delivered from China. Even in a gale (which blew the camera over), the wind noise is minimal. 

Bill stayed and played and sang a bit after. This was the day that Bill had originally intended 

to retire before common sense prevailed. 

 

Tuesday 16th June 2015: an extremely enjoyable afternon with the U3A TRaditional Group 

at the Brickmakers Arms in Ipswich, a welcoming pub with the potential to be a great session 

venue. Posted the video from ESMM last night. Newly purchased microphone wind muff were 

very effective despite strong Adleburgh breezes. 

 

Wednesday 17th June 2015: Session Glemham Crown, displaced from Eyke due to 

lproblems previously enunciated, (sorry Crawford). Priss's three messages about the change, 

(not including last week's advance notification) did not reach Roman who went to Eyke then 

dropped in at the Crown, (his local), to find us esconced. Good to have Otis with us for the 

evening with some interesting additional tunes (and able to play some of Priss's esoterica). 

 

Thursday 18th June 2015: Bill refreshed on some barn dance tunes, Sheila to Thorpeness 

with Pretty Grim Morris. 

 

Friday 19th June 2015: we gave both Blaxhall and the Henley folk night a miss. Neither 

appealed greatly so we ran through some songs for Sunday at Blaxhall. Watched a terrific 

programme about nomads in Mongolia which mad Bill think of the morris trip there a few 
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years ago. sorry to miss Liz Giddens and Roger Digby but Bill hates crowded pubs so would 

probably have turned around on arrival anyway! 

 

Saturday 20th June 2015: Sheila to Blaxhall Midsummer Festival with Pretty Grim. Bill to 

Ufford with Inertia Reel so gave Blaxhall a miss again. Inertia Reel (comprising Adam, Bill, 

David, and Mike with Sam on sound). Stand in gig for Spit & Polish with Bill as stand in for 

Mick and Roger. Great fun, a crowd that wanted to dance and  the music was  smashing top 

play in a different context. Bill loves playing with percussion, and it was lovely to have David's 

piano in the mix. Let's hope they ask me again sometime. This was Bill's first dance band 

booking since January so a good stretch and refresher. Hats off to Sam for an excellent job 

on sound.  

 

Sunday 21st June 2015: Blaxhall Midsummer Festival: Pretty Grim  lunchtime involved 

Sheila, then Bill'nSheila had a spot in the afternoon hosted by Simon and Val Haines. Very 

enjoyable even though Bill failed to tune his guitar for the first song. Mulberry Tree Session: 

small,friendly and fun with an enthusiastic audience. 

 

Monday 22nd June 2015: 

 

Bill to Patrick's funeral which was well attended and an excellent send off for a man who had 

been great to work with in the day and it was interesting to find out more about the person 

that made the friend. 

 

Morris was at Stanningfield on this evening, a step too far. 

 

Tuesday 23rd June 2015: deferred swim, John G also adjusted his day to swim (thanks 

John),so once again world put to rights and catching up on gossip.  Three Horseshoes 

Fordham session: We had been told that the Fordham session 'hosted' by John Digby would 

be held at the pub on this Tuesday. One of the most enjoyable musical eveings in months, 

with about ten people playing interesting tunes and exploring their provenance. The regular 
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pub session is on the second Tuesday of the month, a fifty mile round trip but an easy route 

and will be worth it on occasion.  

 

Wednesday 24th June 2015: Popped into Jack White Music which is closing as soon as they 

can sell their stock, tempted by a PA to upgrade mine but will probably stick to plan A, (cheap 

active speakers). Picked up a couple of leads for £1 each. The end of an era in Ipswich music 

shops, given all the internet 'matched price' stickers I guess that may have been the undoing 

of the business. Session Glemham Crown moved out of phase to avoid clash with 

'Shipshape' at Blaxhall Ship. Another excellent evening swapping tunes. Sheila was up the 

road at Sweffling White Horse with Pretty Grim & Barley Brigg Morris, Roman had also 

deserted the session to watch the morris, (I suspect he has 'Barley Brigg' connections and 

likes the pub anyway). 

 

Thursday 25th June 2015: Bill thinking about upgrading his PA by acquiring active speakers, 

(why when it is used once or twice a year at most?) He dropped into Ipswich PA Centre and 

had a really excellent conversation with Adrian on a no commitment basis and decided that 

Yamaha DBR10 may be best option but at twice the price of the cheap and cheerful Chinese 

alternatives so have lapsed back into inertia. Steamboat Session: Sheila came along as she 

was able to having played for Pretty Grim last evening.  See previous posts about this session 

which seems to have become an 'oasis' to which a disparate group of folk enthusiasts 

gravitate. Sophie has been concerned about the future of this session for a while as it moves 

through a period of uncertainty. Perhaps this is its primary function. 

 

Saturday 27th June 2015 Bill went to Southwold with Sheila who was playing for Pretty 

Grim Morris who put on a fair show in the town square as a part of the Southwold festival 

which was a spoorly attended as when East Suffolk danced there a couple of years 

ago.  John Ward played a set with his band, high on quality and energy but marred by the 

vocals overdriving. 

 

Monday 29th June 2015: Just heard that Peter Mann, a former colleague, has  died 

suddenly. A good friend who loved life. 

 It is always fascinating to fathom how session tune sets are dispersed and in particular the 

regionality that becomes apparent as  sessions further afield are visited.'Out of Reach', the 

charity CD by  the Cambridgeshire/Essex session is fertile ground, , Track 1. Recovery and 

Polka Pere Plumet turned up at U3A played by Richard, 2. South Downs and Linnen Hall, 

South Downs was a Melnet Tune of the Month and both turned up at Mulbery Tree session, 6. 

Burdet and Sadlers Balon, (a cracking set), played by English String Band at 

EATMD,  7  Meilionen was played at the Fordham session last week. 9.Ashleys and Savage 

have been inroduced to the ESMM playaround by David D, (not melodeon friendly unless you 

have a low C as Anahata does!) 13 Trip to Brighton/Charming Maid I learned when played by 

David D and a friend on a Thaxted weekend, (back in the days when ESMM used to send a 

formal side).  Another great complilation CD is Celmsford Morris's 'A Right Old Song and 
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Dance'.  

 

No John G at swimming today. Listened to the new Richard Thompson, ('Still'), on spotify, 

more of the boring same, shame. 

 

Tuesday 30th June 2015: U3A Concert Stratford St Andrew. Nostalgia the theme, the in 

house contributions were varied and wonderful and the best of the afternoon. The main act, 

The Rockaholics, something of  curate's egg, the second act a lot better than the first, a lot 

of kit and towards the end rather overamplified but a good humoured singalong through the 

50's to the 70's. Thank you to Rob Neal for organising and maintaining this disparate group 

which will next meet in September. Tattingstone White Horse: Bluegrass: an excellent 

session with a group largely comprising those who first encouraged Bill to grab a flatpick and 

join in, great fun playing some excellent tunes. The evening affected by police activity 

surrounding one of a group of people who had been jumping of a local bridge into the resovoir, 

one of whom failed to surface. 

 

Wednesday 1st July 2015: Hottest July day for years.Session Little Glemham: Bill dropped 

in for an hour on the way to Blaxhall, no melodeons, five concertinas and some excellent 

singers. Seemed to be running well in Richard's absence when Bill moved on. Blaxhall 

Session: which is of a completely different character, some of the same and some different 

tunes were played and the world put to rights. Not sure what will happen next week when Pris 

is away. 

 

Quote for the week:  Wally Crittenden: translated into a musical context expresses 

excellently what Bill occasionally tries to say  (but less articulately), ' Outcomes do not define 

you, only the intensity and consistency at which you compete [perform]  on the edge' .  The 

'edge' is personal and constantly in motion in this context so there is no shame in occasionally 

falling over it, so long as it is always proximate to the performance/activity in question.  

 

Friday 3rd to Sunday 5th July 2015: Sheringham Potties Festival:with Pretty Grim 

Morris for whom Sheila plays. We had never been to this festival before, one of the hottest 

days for decades but the show went on and the energy displayed in sweltering heat was 

extraordinary. Heard good things about the sessions in the town but made our own music on 

the camp site. Zoe Wadey has posted most of the Pretty Grim dancing on her YT channel, 

(saved Bill that role), https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGVW4HOXqDXPLT5tj_39qBA . 

Rob Lummis & Graham Tilt shared a birthday celebration at the Welcome Hall Trimley on 

Saturday 4th July at which a fresh incarnation of the Bards of the Heath performed for 

three hours and had a great time. John G always says that provided he and Jo are there, that 

is the Bards. This keeps the rest of us on our toes, as he openly cultivates 'replacements' for 

each band member. 

 

Monday 6th July 2015: Calenders in a comp[lete muddle and we have prepared for guests 
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to arrive today who are coming on the 27th! Bill spent an hour or so editing video, anhour ort 

two agonising but then buying some active speakers for when the bigger gigs arrive, and 

thoroughly enjoyed playing for East Suffolk Morris at East Bergholt and East End. Even after 

a weekend watching 37 sides of all traditions in action, East Suffolk can make Cotswold 

Morris as powerful to watch as any of the rockn'rollers in fancy dress. 

 

Tuesday 7th July 2015: twiddled with video, went swimming, Old Time Kitchen Session: 

just James Sheila and Bill but enormously productive in terms of working on tunes and songs. 

Looks promising to have an open mic set ready for Orwell Bluegrass Festival next year. 

 

Wednesday 8th July 2015: Watched Ginger Baker documentary recorded from the night 

before. Reliving my teenage years as Cream were one of my initial musical pleasures.Spent 

the afternoon at John & Jo's (Bards) going through 3 new songs, evening session at 

Glemham Crown was excellent, no drifting and people wanted to play, select but worthwhile. 

The 'active speakers' which I had ordered have arrived and seem to tick the boxes I set for 

myself. As I was purchasing these in part to cover a gig in Blythburgh Church, ironic news is 

that the gig is off. Never mind, the speakers are there when I need them. The cancellation is 

also good news in a way since it negates the need to find a substitute bass/caller for Phil who 

is moving to Ireland at about that time and probably would not have made the booking. 

Serendipity. 

 

10th - 12th July 2015: Ely Folk Festival: Our first visit to EFF, which was extremely 

enjoyable, less for the music than the size and friendlieness of the event which succeeds in 

those things which Folkeast strives to achieve on a smaller site with less fuss. Steve Tilston 

was a must see but largely a disappointment, failing to hold the audience and recycling his 

(worthy) history. The Willows were enjoyable with some excellent writing and playing 

subsumed into a genuinely positive 'band' identity. The open stage was a dip in and dip out 

process, no worthy comment but not worth remaining at. Les Barker was excellent (as 

always), New Essex Bluegrass Band held up well on the mainstage, seemed a liitle out of 

place in Marquee 2 following from the childrens performance but were well appreciated for 

their skills and presentation.Nancy Kerr, a duo turned mainstage band, the better of the 

mainstage bands we saw but the band adds nothing but saleability to the mix, (despite James 

Fagan's rock god posturing). Eliza Carthy with eleven piece band, brass, string section and 

drummer with separate percussionist, party poppers in abundance. A further invention in the 

'Barely Works' 'Bellowhead' format.  A band that has a lot of fun and endeavours to sell 

carnival, again saleability is the key. At Ely the presenters introduced acts in relation to 'the 

industry', which is what commercial folk has become, (despite Chris Leslie's argument to the 

contrary in the latest edition of Fiddle On magazine. We dropped in briefly on Mary 

Humphreys and Anahata's session, sufficiently to decide to leave but insufficiently to 

meaningfully comment upon, save that the music in the bar at the same time was more 

accessible, (and the players and audience seemed to be enjoying themselves). Best show 

that we saw was Boo Hewardine, (a Cambridgeshire local) and friends. In meet and greet 
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Boo was quiet and thoughtful, on stage he was present and self assured in august company. 

He held the mainstage with one to three other friends and acoustic guitars far more effectively 

than any of the band formats, or Steve Tilston. We will catch Megson later in the year, Sheila 

enjoyed their children's show. Oyster Band's soundcheck didn't offer a performance waiting 

six hour for so we drove home at tea time.  Bargain purchases from PJ's cheap CD's Dan 

Crary, Marc Perrone and Vassar Clements. 

 

14th July 2015: Bill'nSheila enjoyed a morning playing music for the children at Bridge 

Primary School for children with special needs together with half a dozen other sessioneers 

at the invitation of Alan Turner.  Great fun and the children enjoyed it as well, thanks for 

asking us. Bluegrass at The Wheatsheaf Tattingstone great to see the pub busy. Six of us, 

later joined by Becky on Bill's guitar who also sang a couple of songs. Great fun. Bill was 

apprehensive at the beginning , (the absence of a bass is sorely felt), but the evening warmed 

and we received regular applause from an audience unknown to us. Just picked up the news 

that Bellowhead are disbanding, not wishing to continue without Jon Boden, (or more likely 

that will trigger a get out clause in the relatively recent contract with a 'major' label). Eliza 

Carthy had the same problem. Now people are creating Bellowhead 'soundalike' bands, (see 

above re Ely Folk Festival). Hey ho. 

 

15th July 2015: Blaxhall Ship session: again very enjoyable and inclusive. 

Priss,Mike,Chris,Caroline and Bill'nSheila 

 

16th July 2015: Peter Mann funeral. Peter was a friend and work colleague, and Steve 

(Backwater Records) Mann's dad. He died suddenly from an aortic aneurism. A friendly 

funeral at WEst Suffolk Crematorium. 
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17th July 2015: Sheila off to visit family in Dorset. Bill had a run through of Bards songs 
ready for the weekend and dropped in on the Henley Folk Night. Enjoyed catching up with a 
few friends but left fairly soon after, unfiltered musicians playing to each other and in some 
cases simply playing and leaving. Certainly we have not wished to sign up to play recently, if 
we request a spot we think it respectful to stay and listen to the contribution of other 
performers. 

18th July 2015: Bill decided against buying a Cello at the car boot sale, a bargain, but we 
may have enough instruments already. Bards of the Heath at Harmony Fest at Stonham 
Barns, which suffered by being set on a busy weekend of competing local events I suspect. 
Nonetheless we had an enjoyable time making new friends. A late start and select audience 
and enjoyable on the few occasions when the band knew what was coming next ! (Otherwise 
seat of the pants job).First paid booking, John sold a CD so we took £1 each, progress. 
Sheila enjoying Poole.  Bards are off to Heybridge for a 40 minute set tomorrow, hey 
ho.Quote of the day from Dave Davis,  " I think the best art is without consequence - instead 
of, 'I'd better do that because I'll get that much money', which is so contrived, and becomes 
anti art. It was almost feeling... that maybe what happens now doesn't matter..." Post stroke 
and with the royalties and PRS still funding the lifestyle. 

19th July 2015: Spiritual Awareness: Spirit of Summer 2015: The Millbeach, Heybridge: 
Bards of the Heath: an event in which the eighties onward might never have happened. Not 
quite flower power but in that vein. Small, successful and great fun. Some of our loyal 
supporters travelled to see us and we maded new friends. THank you to Willow Drum for 
inviting us having shared a stage in October 2015, and thank you to Mark for stepping up with 
the djembe on Twa Magicians. Mulberry Tree Session: an enjoyable playaround in the usual 
exuberant spirit, we were weary so left early.  

20th July 2015: Bill put up a couple of videos, one of The Bards at Stonham and one of 
Double Thyme at the same venue. East Suffolk Morris Men: Mill House Saxtead & 
Victoria Earl Soham.a bit farther than Bill usually travels to dance but it was a great evening 
with most enjoyable carousing thereafter. Good to see friends from Chameleonic on their 
annual summer hols in Suffolk. We all sang Happy Birthday for Dave Penny. 
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21st & 22nd July 2015 Tuesday Bluegrass was at Little Bentley and insufficient enthusiasm 
to travel could be summoned, Wednesday session wa scancelled, there was a Shipshape 
alternative but...... 

23rd July 2015: New copy of Mardles arrived which included the Bards of the Heath CD 
Moonpathways in the review section, a fair descriptive review. It will be interesting to see 
whether anybody seeks out the webpage and facebook as a result. Bill uploaded to YT a 
digital version of Folk Al Pint from 1980 which will ne'er otherwise see light of day. Very 
clean recording by radio engineers and of its time. Some cracking material. Also the out-take 
from Stonham of Midnight on the Water which was a Bill'nBards busk while John was 
changing a string. Accidentally put head above parapet to play melodeon for Taffy Thomas 
on Saturday afternoon at storyutelling festival in Blaxhall Ship if no othere volunteer steps 
forward. Sheila has passed her grade three violin so will  find a prominant place on the wall 
for the certificate. Chameleonic Morris Men are provisionally invited to dance in Mumbai 
in December, Bill has permission and has signed up. Half Moon Walton Session , Bill 
popped along while Sheila was at Pretty Grim Morris practise. The sign said in memory of 
Fred Lindsey, (who Bill didn't know). A packed room including lots of U3A friends. Bill stayed 
ten seconds and came home, a reverent (and claustrophobic) old school 'round the room' was 
in progress , which once' in', there is no way 'out'. Upon a time that may have appealed, but 
latterly less so. ( U3A works in a similar format because of the humour and social elements 
involved, and excellent chairmanship from Rob Neale.) 

25th July 2015:East Anglian Storytelling Festival: Blaxhall Ship: an excellent event. 
Sheila played for Pretty Grim Morris.Holly succeded in making connections which will 
progress her MA dissertation and performance, Bill caught up with old friends and (after a 
quick run through) awaited his turn to assist Taffy Thomas in a story. Taffy is a delight and 
lots of survivors from the original days of folk music in Suffolk turned out. Bill was sorry to 
miss the re-union performance of the Butley Guisors. Shadows in the Shade and Elly Tree 
provided musical entertainment as an interlude.  Shadows pleasing the audience, Elly Tree 
so loud that Bill resorted to toilet paper in the ears. He remembers Helen Woodbridge in 
more lyrical and melodic times. The evening session comprised Sarah Walker from 
Norwich,John Row, Justine de Mierre and Taffy Thomas. Bill has little understanding of the 
art of storytelling but Taffy is a master, the remainder left unsaid. Taffy had enlisted Simon 
Ritchie to sing and step-dance as well as Bill to play during his story of 'The Devil's Music' 
which is set and on this occasion was performed at Blaxhall Ship. Ten minutes, unique and 
unrepeatable, brilliant to be a part of. The role also included the challenge of a 'pint in one' for 
Bill which, (surprising even himself), he met. One for the memory box. 

26th July 2015: Mike & Kays Summer Party: an excellent afternoon swimming, playing 
music and generally enjoying the hospitality extended to us. Thanks Mike & Kay. About 60 
were expected, about 30 turned up, more food for all but discourteous. The water in the pool 
was 81 degrees so worth a dip despite the rain. 

27th July 2015: Derek & Charo from Madrid  staying overnight and joining us with East 
Suffolk Morris and Chris Dove at the Wenhaston Star. Great to catch up, (Derek is a college 
friend of Bill's and Chris and Derek have assisted ESMM with a number of their  excursions to 
foreign parts). Tim Huggins was squire for the evening and in rumbustious mood, the sing 
song was excellent and it was good to see Dave Wilkinson playing and singing The Bantam 
Cock which is fondly remembered from Ipswich Folk Club days.. 

28th July 2015: Bluegrass Tattingstone White Horse: a select but well suited group which 
effectively comprised a band in instrumental composition and the evening was excellent with 
all contributing. Good to hear that the young guitarist who sat in with the session a few years 
ago is now in the semi finals of a rock band competition in his early high school years. Lovely 
to play in small responsive format. the big sessions are great but this was a different sort of 
fun. 

29th July 2015: Blaxhall Ship Session Priss, John, Mike & Bill, so two fiddles, two 
melodeons, guitar mandolin and concertina in various combinations. Some applause and 
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positive cheering from the next room at points which was nice. We played some Playford 
tunes as well as a mix of Irish, French,Scottish and English. Very enjoyable. 

We have had a request as INSTEP to play for a wedding in July 2016, John says yes but that 
he will forget, Glenn is reluctant to commit a year ahead, (as is Bill) and all of us spread our 
musical interests fairly widely, summer is a fairly busy period but a favourite for weddings! 
Leaves Bill wondering whether to close the band down aside from personal requests and 
friends and family, (ie pull the promotion). Something to have a conversation about when we 
meet. 

30th July 2015: Steamboat Session: loosely facilitated by Linda McCartney. Bill went into 
'quiet mode' and simply joined in the background with mandolin and (once) concertina. 
Brenda led the bash tunes, there was a bit of old time relief with John and his banjo, and Des 
and Jerry contributed Shanties and (slow) songs in praise of ale. The forthcoming Walton 
Half Moon Folk Day was promoted. I may be there as Pretty Grim are dancing but otherwise 
probably wouldn't bother.Sheila was at Pretty Grim practice. Good to see Tony Rose, unwell 
so not singing. Gerry seems to be spreading the word about my 'pint in one' on Saturday.  

2nd August 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men: Norfolk Smallholders Show, Sheringham. 
Part of group and some wives and partners travelleled up to Sheringham by train with a bus 
to the site. Others made tehir own way by car and scooter. The event was very enjoyable, 
focissed on its purpose. THere was a reed weaver from Grundisburgh who took orders and 
supplied some men with fresh hats in various styles. Iceni Rising played an excellent variety 
of folk and associated music, the weather and beer were excellent. Bill almost finished his 
book (Witchlight by Susan Fletcher). Mulberry Tree Sunday Session:Bill went down to the 
MT at about 8.30 unsure whether the session was on or not. Des and Jerry were there and for 
about an hour we played tunes in the background of a fairly loud bar. A few other 
players/singers arrived  shortly after nine and the evening worked well in smaller format and 
as ever the Mulberry Tree audience were apprecietaive, as was the landlord who provided 
some chips, excellent. No session on 16th August then clear run through the year (per 
landlord). 

4th August 2015: Old Time Kitchen Session: Arnie, Martin, Bill and Sheila. sheila unable to 
play fiddle as has very painful back and limited mobility as a result, (managed a bit of ukelele), 
Bill Guitar, Arnie and Martin on fiddles. Bill enjoyed playing back up guitar and remarked later 
that his style has changed since his younger days, (hopefully for the better). 

5th August 2015: The Crown: Great Glemham: Wednesday session. Priss, John, Roman 
and Bill with a mix of Celtic, English and French tunes. Very enjoyable.Bill did not drop in on 
the Little Glemham session en route this time. 

7th August 2015: Broadstairs Folk Week. Smooth journey down. Evening concert excellent. 
Time Edey and Brendon Power exceptional. Flook have reformed and also frighteningly good 
if a little two dimensional. Three new sets but who would have known. Not quite wallpaper, 
perhaps flo(o)ck wallpaper. Exception John Jo's solo which was phenomenal. 

8th August 2015: Nick and Mally Dow with an excellent presentation on the Romany way of 
life. Sheila to ukelele workshop while Bill rambled and watched some dance sides, renewing 
acquaintance with friends on the way. 

Sheila to ukelele improvers workshop,then to Brooke Sharkey &Adam Beattie concert with 
Tobias Ben Jacob in support. Misdescribed but an interesting one off experience. Evening 
with Matthew Tye & Peter Gazey, sub for Tim Edey and did well, followed by The String 
Contingent, who were excellent. 

9th August 2015: toMargate and the Grayson Perry exhibition which is excellent. Drifted oin 
and out of the evening concert , usual suspects then the Broonzies, a group of elderly former 
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heroes from the North East who should have known better and played like a bad pub band. 
No late nighters yet, not likely to be. 

10th August 2015. Excellent melodeon workshop with Chris Parkinson, redemption for 
being one of the Broonzies. Ben Paley and Tab Hunter played a storming acoustic hour. 
Kirsty Bromley, support to Spooky Men's Chorale was an excellent a capella singer, no 
airs and graces. Spooky Men were outstanding and had the audience on their feet singing 
and dancing at the end. 

11th August 2015: Session tunes with Chris Sadler.Laurel & Bill left half way, handed out 
downloaded tunes which were then played. Mainly Irish modal. Bill caught some of Artisan 
and Belshazzar's Feast in concert, and then the ' guitar summit' which was excellent with 
a variety of styles on show. Sheila went to a fiddle workshop with Nicola Beazley, and she 
and Alex Cummings ran the evening session on the Red Lion which was varied and 
accessible. The day was rounded off by the Broadstairs late night Music Hall, always a 
highlight of the week. 

Wednesday 12th August 2015. Sheila to a flamenco dance workshop while Bill played 18C 
tunes in workshop. We caught the end of Lynne Heraud & Pat Turner's set in 39 Steps, 
excellent, then on to The Long Hill Ramblers and Tom McConville in concert. In the 
evening to 'Singing the Protest' concert which was excellent, Keith Kendrick & Sylvia 
Needham outstanding with a set of Sidney Carter songs, and Bob Kenward's bass playing 
was spot on throughout. 

Thursday 13th August 2015: we popped to Ramsgate and picked the charity shops dry. 
Back for Robb Johnson and the Gerry Colvin Band in concert. Robb seems stuck in a post 
adholescent loop, Gerry Colvin BAnd were a joy to hear. Brilliant musicians all and Gerry a 
fantastic writer and performer. The evening alternatice concert was Alex Cumming and 
Nicola Beazley, great fun, and a revival concert by Tundra thirty years after they last played 
together as a folk duo. Lots of die hard folkies and club organisers in the audience and a 
pristine vinyl of their last recording was raffled at the end. Enough for the week, as usual we 
returned home on 

Friday 14th August 2015: a clear run and home by 11am. Sorry to miss Brooke Williams, 
and the Old Rope String Band, but we had sufficient to keep us going until next year.  

Sunday 16th August 2015: the cancelled Sunday session was moved to the Cock and Pye 
but we didn't realise until too late, no communication and the facebook entry was not created 
as an event invitation so not circulated, ce la vie. Finished reading 'Spark' by John Twelve 
Hawks, in some ways better than the traveller trilogy,a parable of sorts. 

Monday17th August 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men at The Woolpack Debenham , good 
to return and participate. Bill didn't get itchy fingers given the styles and standard of Morris on 
display at Broadstairs, (Hartley and Moulton being the exceptions to that premise), but does 
enjoy a good dance out. Finished Buzz by Andre de la Stolle, second part of  another 
distopian trilogy.  Building up energy for FolkEast, programme looks like a curate's egg 
waiting to hatch and likely to be wet , the last straw? The budget looks to have been trimmed 
this year but still the usual suspects. 

Wednesday 19th August 2015: Session Crown Glemham: pub full of eaters when we 
arrived about 9pm, started playing in very noisy part of bar about twenty minutes later (and 
after John had arrived and left), we could barely hear ourselves play, but customers in a 
separate part of the pubwere having difficulty conversing so the landlady asked us to reduce 
the volume, so Bill left. What happened thereafter not yet know but looks as though it is time 
to find a different venue.  

Friday 21st August: to FolkEast: Pretty Grim Morris offered a workshop which was well 
supported, John Spiers looked lonely on the mainstage and wasn't playing to form. The 
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Wilson Family played an exceptional set, (not sure why p.a. was needed). Faustus were on 
form, irreverently delivering a fine set of songs and tunes. Having settled in a bar a session 
then came to us. 

Saturday 22nd August: Pretty Grim danced, Holly Johnston, Bill's daughter played a set 
with her band on the soapbox stage which was excellent and well received. Bill popped in to 
see Shipshape, (rather out of context on a concert stage), play a well chosen set. This 
clashed with Martin Carthy's first appearance at the church which was reportedly packed and 
perhaps not of his best. Sorry to hear tell that Tim Laycock is unwell and not singing, an old 
favourite who spent some time in Suffolk in his younger years. Leveret delivered wall to wall 
tunes buried within what Andy Cutting might call a 'mush' in less capable hands but it is ok 
when they do it! We spent the evening in the Hadleigh Folk Club tent enjoying Rosewood, 
Terence Blacker and East Creek Union, all of whom were on form and an enjoyable rest 
from the incessant rock drum'nbass from the Sunset Stage. There was a latre night session 
listed at the Garden Stage , but since the promised directions and lighting were absent very 
few found it, which made for a highly enjoyable and interactive tune/songswap between half a 
dozen of us , appreciated by an audience of about the same size. 

Sunday 23rd August 2015: Sheila was away at the Glemham Lion with Pretty Grim Morris, 
Bill enjoyed listening to Megson's children's show , which was excellent, before dipping into 
Andy Cutting's melodeon workshop. Andy has conducted whole workshops without anyone 
touching an instrument, and those are excellent. This day he compromised and a tune was 
played. This was followed by Mary Humphreys and Anahata's workshop for melody 
instruments based on the Feltwell mss, for Bill one of the most enjoyable hours of the 
weekend.  The rain arrived as predicted and rather dampened the closing morris dancing, and 
we left shortly thereafter.  

Generally about FolkEast 2015: the volume from the Sunset Stage overpowered all the 
other events, including the excellent Garden Stage a quarter of a mile away! That and the 
heavily rock influenced programme overwhelmed the enjoyment of other parts of the festival 
lending an incessant beat to proceedings. There was some 'folk' about for those who looked 
carefully enough at the programme, (difficult since stocks ran out Friday lunchtime and the 
reprint arrived Sunday!) Bill's impression from 2014 was sustained, that commercial viability 
seems not to be the order of the day. Children's activities abound and that was a big 
attraction for many families. A regular WOMAD attender said that at 1/10th the size FolkEast 
offered more for chidren than the larger festival. The new 'Instrumental' section was a positive 
move (managed by Otis Luxton), although I noticed that Con Rendell retained his space in 
the arts and crafts tent which was probably more economical, and closer to the dance stage. 
The Dance Stage was set within the Arts and Crafts area again, highly proximate to, and 
programmed almost exactly against the Sunset Stage. The dancers gamely carried on 
although the  drawbacks to this location/programming were highlighted in previous years. 
Food for thought, but perhaps shorter morris sets in the breaks between mainstage acts might 
manage the problem. As foreseen, a curate's egg. Were I not attached to 'performers' I would 
probably not pay full price to attend on the basis of the programme, but had a very enjoyable 
weekend drifting on a 'catch as catch can' basis. Folding chairs and waterproof ponchos are a 
must, as are co-codomol for the point at which the beat becomes overwhelming. If the rain 
has come earlier.......? 

We were sorry to miss the Bluegrass and Old Time afternoon at Tattingstone White Horse 
on the Sunday 23rd, but reports from Bob Tracey and Scott Simmons are that it was a 
success. Something had to give. 

Tuesday 25th August 2015: spent some of the last couple of days sorting video and posting 
some of the dance groups from FolkEast. White Horse Tattingstone Bluegrass Session a 
refreshing return to sitting and playing with friends. No bass player so Bill emphasised that sid 
eto his playing for most of the evening. Ovarall three guitars, three mandolins, a fiddle, an 
autoharp, three banjos, eight people. Good to hear Rex revive 'THings in Life', and Cliff's 
version of Dirk Powell's 'Waterbound' is coming together. A good mix of songs and tunes 
aside from these. 
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Wednesday 26th August 2015:Shipshape session, Blaxhall Ship: the Wednesday session 
was homeless this week which presented the opportunity to join in with the Blaxhall Ship 
session. Rob and Adrian are extremely welcoming and inclusive.  Pris, Sheila and Bill 
thoroughly enjoyed the evening playing tunes known and newly learnt. It may be that where 
dates coincide the sessions will too. We have been told we will be welcomed. 

Thursday 27th August: Steamboat session. An enjoyable evening playing songs and tunes 
with friends. No 'Grim' practice so Sheila also along and singing/playing. Brenda's wall of 
sound absent on this occasion. Seems I must learn mandolin part to Galway Girl! 

Sunday 30th August 2015: Mulberry Tree Session:Light on the ground, Bill arrived about 
8.40 and it seemed that Des and Jed had mainly kept things moving to that point. Ziggy was 
at the bar and easily persuaded to spend a short while playing some blues on Bill's guitar. 
The rest of us managed to find tunes in common and with loud support had a cracking 
evening. Good to meet  a visiting friend of (Irish box) Geoff who joined Bill at the end playing 
tunes on Guitar and Mandolin after the main players had left. I suspect we will meet again 
along the' old time' road. 

Tuesday 1st September 2015:Old Time Kitchen Session an enjoyable rune through some 
tunes old and new applying polish where required. 

Wednesday 2nd September 2015 Blaxhall ship session:full house of regular attenders and 
an enjoyable evening with old chestnuts and new growth. 

Thursday 3rd September: Sheila's birthday, brunch at Sizewell and a wander around 
Aldeburgh. Bill recorded and posted a guitar version of Tankard of Ale, a change from all the 
dance sides etc. Hopefully off to Sweet Sunny South tomorrow.  

Friday 4th September to Sunday 6th September: Sweet Sunny South: Hastings. THank 
you to John Christine and Steven who organise this wonderful intimate festival of American 
Old Time music each year on a shoestring budget and faith that we will turn up. We do, 
because it is a wonderful weekend. this year Debbie McClatchie on her farewell retirement 
tour, Susan and David Wylde, The Moonshine Serenaders, and Native Grass. A couple of 
days playing music, catching up with friends, concerts and workshops.  Outstanding for me 
were Susan and David Wylde. Susan lived 43 years in a 'holler' in West Virinia and brings her 
local and family songs to a new audience. She released a CD on Wild Goose in 2014 which is 
fairly hardcore,and the sets which she and David played at SSS were fabulous. 

Monday 7th September 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men: Woodbridge Cherry Tree: 
Dancing in the dark in a pub car park and then a formal farewell to Phil and Lynne who are 
'emigrating' to Ireland in a few weeks. Phil has had two long periods as a member of East 
Suffolk, (with an intervening period working in the Midlands when he dance with and was 
Squire of another side). He is a past squire and bagman of East Suffolk, caller for INSTEP 
and, with Lynne, valued personal friends. A new life beckons. 

Tuesday 8th September 2015: Bluegrass at Wheatsheaf Tattingstone. a good mix of old 
time and more traditional bluegrass and an appreciative crowd. 

Wednesday 9th September 2015: the Wednesday session seems to have returned to the 
Crown at Glemham, apparently with the landlady's new found enthusiasm. Bill gave it a miss. 

Thursday 10th September 2015: Sheila to Pretty Grim AGM , interesting feedback, I think i 
am probably in the correct team, ESMM may have a constitution and precedure but if so it is 
arcane and succession remains a mysterious but effective process every couple of years. 
Costume change is a novelty item for discussion and so far as I am aware only one person 
has taken the 'ump and left over the thirty odd years I have been a member. Nobody is 
indispensible and everyone knows it so no power in the promise. Bill spent the evening 
watching TV while tootling on the Anglo. 
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Saturday 12th September 2015: Slackfolk: Piatto Cafe Colchester:  a temporary venue 
but very warm and welcoming. Tilly Worth , at the beginning of her singing career, played an 
excellent set to open the show, followed by a poet in the Homeric tradition and community 
singing with Dave Rado. Bill'nSheila played a set of songs  ranging across folk, country, pop 
etc and receieved some excellent feedback. Helen Connelly has a great voice and sang 
songs from her debut e.p. and a couple of covers. Norman Myall and Richard Brazear 
closed the show with a mix of largely Americana. Thank you to Richard for inviting us to play, 
we rarely have the opportunity to put a longer mixed set together and had a great time 
delivering it. 

Sunday 13th September 2015: Half Moon Walton Folk Day: as a part of that pub's beer 
festival. Danegeld, Kenninghall and Pretty Grim Morris danced between 12 and 1.30 to a 
limited audience, the rain started as about 1pm. The afternoon promised a small stage with a 
shanty crew, and a full programme of local entertainers, presumably associated with the pub's 
folk night (which Bill has found himself unable to remain at on the few occasions he has 
ventured forth). We left to do the weekly grocery shop after the dancing. Mulberry Tree 
Session: fairly well supported, and a good mix of participation. There was a responsive and 
enthusiastic crowd which is what makes this session stand apart from most of the other local 
get togethers which tend to be inward looking and so not arouse support. Simon 'Zippy' 
(Nicholson) brought his guitar this time, and hopefully we may get together and play a bit of 
everything for fun. 

Monday 14th September: almost made it out to see Syzewell Gap at shottisham but ..... 
sorry Chris 

Tuesday 15th September: Bill spent the afternoon with John & Jo Goodluck polishing and 
starting work on new Bards material as he will miss the next practice. Very enjoyable. There 
are some cracking songs gestating for when we think about recording again. They need 
developing and roadtesting first. 

Wednesday 15th September: Quote James Taylor: 'Not to get too cosmic, but the human 
condition is that we live in these isolated individuated consciousnesses that re-create the 
entire world inside our heads. It’s obviously the thing that allows us to compete, and it’s been 
a great survival strategy as a species. But it does isolate us, and we’re constantly looking for 
a way back to oneness or connection with each other and the world. That’s kind of a spiritual 
hunger to escape this thing that we are so committed to, this isolation. Music is very effective 
at connecting us together.  

That’s a primal thing. Music does it. It always has. There’s a reason why music lived in the 
church for hundreds of years, and that’s because it does fulfill a spiritual need.' 

Bill spent the afternoon making up a tune for one of John's new songs, delivered, watch this 
space. Unlikely to take I suspect... Changed strings on the A mandolin and the veneer peeled 
of the headstock. Cheap chinese strings are quite heavy and probably pulled the neck and 
broke the glue. Hey ho. Still thinking of trying out Dave Tricker's last remaining mando for sale. 

Blaxhall Ship: sheeting rain, flooded roads and the best attended session for months, which 
together with a small but enthusiastic audience made for a good evening.Good to see 
Graham and Nicky out.  

Friday 18th September 2015: Henley Folk Night: Bill popped in for an hour, connected with 
friends. At least half of those present are also U3A Folk Group members so something of a 
singalong for the chronologically challenged! Good to see Bob come to grips with a 
microphone, (although PA is superfluous in the Boughton Room). 

Saturday 19th/Sunday 20th 2015: a quiet weekend. Sheila away in Poole, Bill read The 
Son by Jo Nesbo, excellent plotting with a twist that is telescoped early on but still interesting 
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as it unravels. Picked up John G's Chants CD for 10p at the Sunday car boot. Good 
production values. John acknowledges weak vocals but  certainly better than expected. 

Monday 21st September 2015: East Suffolk Morris: Tattingstone Wheatsheaf. A wet 
evening, the dancing moved indoors and then a sing song.East suffolk look to be runing a 
Morris Ring Meeting in Framlingham on the first weekend on September 2016, (which will 
clash with EATMD so Bill won't be at much of it). Main purpose for Adam to 'dance out' his 
period as Ring Squire on home territory. 

Tuesday 22nd September 2015: U3A Coach and Horses Melton: A packed and enjoyable 
start to the season. Bill on his own on this occasion, bumped into Roger and Sarah Pinfold 
afterwards and had a catch up session. Musicians Union Social at the Thomas Wolsey PH 
an enjoyable couple of hours in good company. Tony Vines, Hattie Bennet, Paul Burrows, 
Jamie. A good turnout and  a parking ticket as a consequence of Ipswich's invisibly signed 
restrictions! 

Thursday 24th September 2015: Steamboat Session: moderate attendance, mix of songs, 
shanties and tunes. Some excellent singing and guitar from Sophie and from Adam. Early 
exodus left a caucus.Generally haphazard and half hearted but socially effective.Bill played 
mandolin most of the time. sheila at Pretty Grim practice which she described as 'very 
organised'! 

Friday 25th September 2015: Barn Dance with Inertia Reel: with Bill as sub, playing with 
David, Roger and Grace with Mike calling. Great fun, seemed to go well and reminded Bill 
that he values this part of his musical life too much to think of discarding it prematurely. Sheila 
to Everyman to see Sherburn, Bartley, Sanders. she enjoyed it and caught up with a few 
friends but said thatthe sets were much as the last time we saw the band, (as is often the 
case). The need to be a musical businessperson, sell product and participate in a number of 
projects stifles creativity and development by change, as much as it promotes stereotyped 
classification of folk music. (pseud) 

Saturday 26th September 2015: Sheila to Neil Brookes fiddle workshop at Oakes Barn in 
Bury St Edmunds, well supported. She came home early very weary but enjoyed the day. 

Sunday 27th September 2015:Mulberry Tree Session:A quiet start but warmed to an 
enjoyable evening. A disparate set of musicians some of whom are socially connected and for 
some of whom music may be their only connection. Wonderful roast potatoes provided by 
landlord. It will be interesting to see how the session at Fordham this Wednesday, (a 'grown 
up' session), compares. 

Monday 28th September 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men: The Punchbowl Battisford:a 
late season stop as there are excellent outdoor lights at this pub which facilitates the dancing. 
Great turnout, and a good stand of dancing although it had its 'moments' both musically and 
in the dance. A couple of fine jigs included. Good to meet and catch up with Stephen Colman 
with an update of the disaster area the summary criminal justice system has become even in 
the last year, having bumped into Tracey Pote, (another escapee) earlier in the day and 
pleased that her life is flourishing. 

Tuesday 29th September 2015: Tattingstone Bluegrass Session:an enjoyable evening, 
Bill sat on second row and backed up. 

Wednesday 30th September 2015: Session Fordham, and extra session as Dan Worrell 
(Anglo king) is over from Texas and staying with Roger Digby. Welcoming and inclusive with 
a range of tunes which differes from the Suffolk staples so excellent fare to 
remember/wing.  Usually clashes with one of the bluegrass sessions but equally enjoyable so 
likely to attend again. 
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Friday 2nd October 2015: Hadleigh Folk Club Penni McLaren Walker and Bryan 
Causton. supp Quay Street Whalers: Bill'nSheila played a short floor spot, well received, 
strictly a club evening, not as well supported as usual, (which may become the norm looking 
at parts of the programme for 2015/6). THe main act rescued the evening for us, excellent 
playing and singing from a low key act. Quay Street Whalers aka Alvar and friends are 
usually found performing in pubs. A strange experience having songs you normally enjoy 
shouted loudly in unison. Hmmm, sorry Alvar. 

Saturday 3rd October 2015: INSTEP Ceilidh Band: Park Farm Blythburgh: for a wedding 
reception, a pre disco barn dance. Lots of men in kilts and an obligatory eightsome reel and 
further scots favourites. This was INSTEP's final booking and we are pursuing separate 
musical journeys from here on, although the way that we all work together and enjoy the 
music presages a few re-unions for family and friends' celebrations. Thank you to all the 
players who have been a part of the band down the years, and particularly John, Edward and 
Glen together with regular callers Phil Parham and John Helliwell. Bill will not thrive without 
playing for dance on a regular basis so any opportunity to stand in, play solo/duo ceilidh's, or 
maybe find another low-ego dance band to play in will be welcome. After 35 years the skills 
and joy can't go to waste.  

Sunday 4th October 2015: I passed Glenn's details to Heather Bexon in case Stowfolk 
need a drummer, (long story), but she says that band is finishing at the end of the year. 
Stowfolk were the only other band in the area playing 'for dance', (personal view), so a 
vacuum or an opportunity. (I am guessing they may re-form each year for a free pass to play 
at Broadstairs Festival! ). East Suffolk Morris Men: Bucklesham Plough Day: traditionally 
the last event of the season before the agm and feast. beautiful day but only supported by the 
stalwarts who danced a couple of excellent sets. 

Monday 5th October 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men Feast & AGM: An excellent meal, 
thank you to Liz, Rachel and Grace. A fairly low key round up of the year and look at the 
prospects for 2016. will the spring trip be Sicily or Marseilles, (specialising in crime hotspots 
again), will the side return to Saddleworth or dance at  FolkEast in August? Thoughts of Des, 
Irvine and Ken passed on during the last year. The Ladies are missing their night and 
apparently expressing this. Do we really want to be cabaret at Ceilidh's on the Move, (would 
double the numbers and they might make us pay! ) Hey Ho. 

Tuesday 6th October 2015:U3A Session Brantham Bull: very enjoyable trip around the 
roomo with some excellent contributions. Old Time Kitchen Session:three fiddles a banjo 
and a guitar playing a solid selection of tunes and sounding pretty good. 

Wednesday 7th October 2015: Bards of the Heath at Carlford Moot: Kirton White 
Horse:this was the first time the band had played most of the new tunes in the list, and these 
went well on that basis. The new songs have potential and a some already have substance.  

Friday 9th October 2015: Big Music Night 29: The British Legion Bramford: A change of 
venue as the Victory Hall had a Saturday booking and prioritised a 'decorate the hall' session 
over a regular long term repeat concert booking! They arranged for the event to transfer to the 
British Legion which felt rather like a wild west honky tonk with loud bar-room chatter, 
(including the occasional full throated argument), talented break dancing children  and a 
general hubbub.The members made no positive contribution to the evening, did not donate to 
the charity and I were generally expressing their indifference to the proceedings. The 
attendance of dedicated attenders was down. The concert party bravely soldiered on to the 
end and BMN 30 is pencilled for March 2016 (date tbc). Bonus: we each won a raffle prize. 

Sunday 11th October 2015 Mulberry Tree Session: we didn't get to the Shanty or Shuck 
festivals this weekend. Moderate attendance at session but enjoyable in that we stayed until 
last orders! Good to see that James Bell is doing well. 
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Monday 12th October 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men: first practice of the season. 
Fieldtown tradition, including, 9as ever) a couple of dances which will never see the light of 
day outside a pub. Discussion of the Spring trip, I was quietly baffled why we were 
considering some of the highest crime cities in Europe, that seems to have been taken on 
board after similar thoughts expressed by e-mail. I usually enjoy the Spring trip but on first 
consideration this might be one to miss, not sure I feel like lugging instruments and luggage 
across Europe on a train, or dealing with mediterranean crime rings. Hey Ho! 

Tuesday 13th October 2016: Edward popped round with the fee from the final INSTEP gig. 
He had stayed as the wedding party had asked to use the sound equipment after the Ceilidh. 
They blew up the amplifier and it sound sas though relations became quite tense, (toffs in 
kilts). Rather sours the end of an enjoyable musical  journey. hey Ho!! Tattingstone 
Wheatsheaf Bluegrass: we had thought of going to the Fordham session but that felt a bit of 
a stretch. An enjoyable time socially but struggled at times musically. 

Wednesday 14th October 2015: Blaxhall Ship: we had the pub to ourselves save for an 
enthusiastic barperson. Chris,Caroline,Priss,John & Bill so a good mix of instruments and 
material. Put ne in mind of Andy Cutting's observation at FolkEast that small sessions tend to 
be better than large for any number of reasons, not least that listening and communication 
between the players enhance the music. 

Saturday 17th October 2015: Anglo Day:  a terrific day in company with Roger Digby and 
seven other anglo squeezers sharing tunes in the morning and benefitting from a condensed 
workshop on alternative fingering by Roger in the afternoon. Thank you to Roger and all the 
other participants.  

Monday 19th October 2015: East Suffolk Morris Practice: good fun, three fiddles drowning 
out all comers. Some discussion of Spring Trip and informal cahat with Tim about FolkEast. 
Having been a morris 'add on' at FE for a couple of years it is not (for me) a 'morris friendly' 
festival, (discounting the non traditional brightly clad happy clappy sides that infest the JMO 
and MF). Clashes with Saddleworth, or we could send a side to each given that numbers are 
rationed at FolkEast. For the record I do not regard 'FE' as a folk festival either but if it 
enocurages an interest that may bloom, so be it. 

Tuesday 20th October 2015: U3A at Westerfield Swan: which has been homogenised by 
Deben Inns, hey ho. An enjoyable afternoon round the room and catching up with friends. 
Terry Davey asked Sheila whether he should book Bards of the Heath at Blaxhall, but would 
like a look at us before deciding.  

Wednesday: No to Glemham Crown, not yet returned after they disapproved us, Thursday: 
No to Walton Half Moon, at U3A it was suggested to arrive by 7.30 to find a space, so not 
likely to stay more than two minutes and hardly worth the petrol, Friday:Sorry to miss John 
Grimm and Beverley Smith at Bury St Edmunds but very tired after not doing anything 
Wednesday and Thursday, and their set doesn't stray far from what we have seen them play 
before... 

Saturday 24th October 2015:Bards of the Heath Marks Tey MBS. a bit like playing in a 
biscuit tin with only John and Jo benefitting from amplification and losts of off stage noise. A 
reasonable couple of sets including some of the new material, and apparently sounded good 
to friends who had come to see us and were sitting in the front row.  

Sunday 25th October 2015: Mulberry Tree Session: gets later and later starting but was a 
friendly evening with people who wanted to play music. Bill left his tuner behind! 

Monday 26th October 2015: East Suffolk Morris practice: a curate's egg, some good work, 
started on border dances for Christmas. Otherwise low key although well supported. 
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Tuesday 27th October 2015: John and Bill had a swim with the oldies during half term. We 
are promoted from slow to middle speed lane in this company and have to nip out quickly 
when the hour is up to to avoid the young people. 

Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass: became an old time session with Bob and Scott 
dropping in together with Jock and ...... All say they will come again. Enjoyable to have 
everyone playing the tune together (old time) as opposed to backing up individuals 
(bluegrass). Doubtless there will be 'complaints' later, but musically the best for a long time. 
(Bob and Scott do attend the Little Bentley sessions where Bluegrass rules apply I gather, so 
seemed comfortable released from those constraints). 

 

 

Wednesday 28th October 2015: 

 

A diamond geezer and friend to my family for whom my respect transcended difference and 
difficulty. A worthy send off. 

Blaxhall Ship: this is the 'Shipshape' Wednesday but as they had a conflicting engagement 
Richard Cove ran the session. Priss, Mike, John and Bill joined from the smaller Wednesday 
'tune' session. A strong turnout with Simon and Val Haines, Alan Day, Tracey Wisden, Colin 
Mallet, Graham and Nicky and enjoyable to explore new tunes and include songs in the mix. 
A good stretch. Bill played mandolin most of the evening as there was a surfeit of 
squeezables contributing and he is enjoying the flexibility, (and relative invisibility) that a 
smaller, quieter instrument allows. 

Thursday 29th October 2015: Bill picked up Mickey Hart's book 'Drumming at the edge of 
Magic' at a Felixstowe bookshop, Grateful Dead Books, pressed all the buttons. Steamboat 
Session: an interesting evening, performers vying for the comic song and murder ballad 
'crown'. Celandine, Triangle, Jed, Paul McCartney. Also an excellent guitarist, (open G), who 
Bill hadn't met before with a  line in songs that might rival Terence Blacker for understated wit. 
Bill plunked along on mandolin but left early, rather spoilt for quality interactive sessions 
earlier this week so found round the room competition rather depressing. (Aside that Triangle 
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were on top form and their remebrance song is excellent.) Still a session in decline. Note to 
self: that Les Barker is booked for Folk at the Boat on 11th June 2016. 

Friday 30th October 2015:Everyman Folk Club: Brian Peters:an excellent evening at 
Everyman. It had the feel of a 50's folk club revival at times with earnest (and excellent) floor 
singers exploring sources and collecters. Bill'nSheila floorspot was '|Who Will Watch the 
Homeplace' and Black Muddy River', so something of a contrast but seemed to go down well. 
Brian's set was excellent in that although he has a brand new CD released three weeks ago, 
he constructed a varied set including material from his early career, his 'Appalachian' project 
with Jeff Davis with only a couple of songs from the new CD, unrehearsed introductions and a 
storming version of Dallas Rag on the Anglo concertina. 

Sunday 1st November 2015: just finished reading 'Drumming at the Edge of Magic', highly 
recommended at all levels of interest and well written in a readable, non patronising style. 
One quote from the book which I have come across before: 

'There are different ways of listening to music. There is a technical state when a person who 
is developing technique and has learnt to appreciate better music, feels disturbed by a lower 
grade of music. But there is a spiritual way,which has nothing to do with technique. It is simply 
to tune oneself to the music.' Inayat Khan: Sufi master. 

Monday 2nd November 2015: Gave ESMM practice a miss, the car is not equipped for 
heavy fog at night save in extremis. 

Tuesday 3rd November 2015: U3A Concert Riverside Stratford St Andrew: Maggie 
Moore Stan Bloor:an excellent afternoon of music and song with overture from house band, 
spots, (including Bill'nSheila), and two entertaining and inclusive sets from Maggie and 
Stan.Thank you to Rob for organising and inviting us to play. Kitchen Session: Arnie, Sheila 
and Bill. We played through about twenty tunes, drank coffee and ate coconut slices. A good 
evening. 

Wednesday 4th November 2015: Glemham Lion session. Insufficient numbers for 
Glemham Crown, (mea culpa), so Priss Bill, Sheila and John joined Richard Cove's excellent 
'first Wednesday' session at Little Glemham Lion. About twenty of us with a preponderance of 
concertinas and melodeons together with some excellent singers. A good evening out. 

Thursday 5th November 2015: Bill has had to change his dentist as Hannah Woolnough is 
'going private' offering Denplan for £25 a month because the NHS does not pay enough, and 
income is 26% down and subsidised by the private practice. Fortunately the new dentist is 
within the same practice. And so it goes.... 

Bill spent the balance of the morning on the Anglo Concertinas. Finished Reading Henry 
Marsh's book, 'Do No Harm', reminiscences of a brain surgeon, excellent! 
 
Friday 6th November 2015: Hadleigh Folk Club: Martin Newell and Hosepipe Band with 
Black Shuck & The Waterlily: Support was Phil Lyons with an excellent nautical set, the 
main presentation being the performance of Black Shuck (debut), and The Waterlily, by 
Martin Newell with music by The Hosepipe Band. Both were excellent.  
 
Sunday 8th November 2015: Mulberry Tree Session: A good mix of contributions from 
singers and tunesmiths, not too manic as the accellerants were absent. Still a very noisy 
environment so forget subtelty and presentation for a smaller venue. Well received by those 
present. 
 
Monday 9th November 2015: East Suffolk Morris Practice: an enjoyable evening brushing 
up Cotswold, and Border and catching up on future plans, particularly whether FolkEast is 
viable, and next steps for the Spring Trip to Sicily. 
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Tuesday 10th November 2015: had lunch with the 'Class of 96', only two plus Bill but we had 
a good chat and catch up. Dino Barricella was sitting behind us having lunch with his mum 
and it was good to see him and compliment him on his newspaper article about the erosion of 
Legal Aid in Criminal Proceedings.Ian Duckworth has apparently also finally retired and Dino 
was confounded that we have managed to 'walk away', as he thought we would be dropping 
back intermittently, unable to let go. While in town dropped into a music shop and bought an 
Ashbury (cheap model) mandolin that had been chopped in last weekend. I had been looking 
at them online for a while. An itch for a round hole model effectively scratched. This had been 
strung left handed but on a promise of return the deal was reasonable and I think it will be a 
keeper. The strings I have fitted are light and it would benefit from medium light I suspect. 
Three Horseshoes Fordham session: an extremely enjoyable evening, eight players and 
lovers of tune playing together and sharing finds. Bill always comes back with a list of tunes to 
explore. Likely to be the session of choice for second Tuesday. Gave the mandolin a workout, 
seems ok. 
 
Wednesday 11th November 2015: Bill spent the afternoon at John and Jo's running through 
new Bards material and practising changeovers from songs to tunes. In the evening gave the 
Balaxhall session a miss, Sheila and Bill ran through some tunes at home. John had 
mentioned that MArk Barnard had posted a Bards video from the summer festival at Millbeach, 
it is excellent so now shared on Bards and Bill's facebook. 
 
Thursday 12th November 2015: Sheila to Pretty Grim practice. 
 
Friday 13th November 2015: Bill ordered gigbag for mandolin so it is a keeper. Tempted by 
the Carrivicks at Milkmaid Club but decided a step too far. They are excellent informal players 
but now pursuing the 'business' side of the music, and having had a look at the support on YT, 
the combination does not cross the bar to get us to Bury. 
 
Monday 16th November 2015: East Suffolk Morris Practice: most of the men seeme to 
have gone to see Bellowhead at Bury St Edmunds at their 'fill the coffers before the next 
project' tour. Productive practice working through some Badby and Adderbury and brushing 
up the Border. John Hancock visited John Goodluck at the weekend , bought some albums 
and has posted a collage of fantasy pictures to accompany the Bards of the Heath song 
'Calling' from Moonpathways. Very effective and good that the word is spreading (however 
gradually). Linked to the Bards Facebook. 
 
Tuesday 17th November 2015: had thought to go to the Little Bentley session but high 
winds and inclement weather dissuaded us. 
 
Wednesday 18th November 2015: Popped round to John & Jo's and buffed up some of the 
new songs. Looking as though woodbridge in December may be a trio performance unless 
Chris and Rob make peace. Glemham Crown session: we were almost the only people in 
the pub.  Good to have a tune up with friends. 

Thursday 19th November 2015: Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, Bill popped down to 
McGinty's in Ipswich where Holly previewed three of the songs from her MA show at the 
open mic.Pub seems friendly enough. Good that the opn mic is there but aside from Holly's 
excellent songs and an enjoyable song from Anna, the event was rather generic and loud for 
the hour that Bill was there. 

Friday 20th November 2015:we stayed in. Sharon Shannon was too much of an expensive 
step in Colchester, and Henley Folk Night was the usual suspects who may have been 
excellent, ce'la vie. 

Saturday 21st November 2015: Bill was out on a cold morning playing for East Suffolk 
Morris in Ipswich Town Centre, outside the Tourist Information Centre which is threatened 
with closure. Sheila at a meeting of the Pretty Grim musicians in the afternoon to discuss 
tunes/dances etc. (apparently there is a request from the management for more 'minor' tunes!) 
Evening options were a Ceilidh with the Valiant Band, Folk at the Ark with Sound Tradition 
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and Paul Riley, or a curry in front of the TV with Strictly, Dr Who and The Bridge III. The curry 
won out. 

Sunday 22nd November 2015: Bards of the Heath at a Spiritual Fair organised by Rob 
Lummis.Most of the band turned up and we played old and new material in a long and a short 
set between which the 'Bards informal' scratch band played some songs and tunes which 
hopefully filled the space left by the 'no show' belly dancers. A good workout and some of the 
new songs are excellent if still in a fairly raw state. We have 'music out' every evening next 
week, (potentially), so gave the Mulberry Tree session a miss this time. 

Monday 23rd November 2015: Bill finished sorting out the video from Sunday, lots of 
background noise so very little suitable to post, (quite apart from shambolic coming and going 
during the Bards sets). Also highlights the preference for a 'proper' pa which will project the 
band much more effectively. East Suffolk Morris practice was enjoyable, Bill played the 
fiddle for most of the evening. The Spring Trip to Palermo is a full five days in March. The 
playing out at Framlingham in December may be musically light, (maybe only Pete Dodd as 
things stand at the moment!)  

Tuesday 24th November 2015: Bluegrass Session Tattingstone White Horse: Good to 
see Bob & Scott out again, and Pete Young came along with banjo and also stood in on bass 
for a while. A good mix of songs and tunes with as much old time as hard bluegrass.  

Wednesday 25th November 2015: Shipshape at Blaxhall Ship: coincided with our usual 
session at the Ship so we joined up and had an enjoyable evening playing tunes/singing 
songs. People seemed to have had enough by about 10.15 but we managed to carry on for a 
while after. Good to see Colin Mallet out and playing. 

Thursday 26th November 2015: Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, Bill to Steamboat. neither 
well attended. Perhaps for Bill a more sustained attempt at the Walton session is a better 
option, (apples and oranges but The Steamboat is such a haphazard affair). 

Friday 27th November 2015:U3A Traditional Music Group: Ramsholt Arms: the pub that 
declined East Suffolk Morris on the basis it had become a restaurant.I guess filling the place 
with eating oldies settled any qualms about hosting an afternoon folk session. A difficult 
venue, something of a tale of two halves with a wall between until the final (cherished) 
customers left and we all moved into the larger of the two spaces.An enjoyable afternoon. 
Everyman Folk Club: Martyn Wyndham Read: (as a stand in for Barrie and Ingrid Temple). 
I never used to 'get' Martyn, but I do now. Maybe we have both changed over the years, but 
he is a consummate performer of outstanding material, and a formidable communicator of 
stories, transmitting emotion without schmalz with five chords and straightforward 
arrangements, (in a style which may be constrained by arthritis but is unmistakeable and 
accomplished). Strong floor support including Steve and Mary Dickinson, with Steve singing, 
Steve Danby with an excellent song of his own, and Terence Blacker on top form.   

Saturday 28th November 2015: Sheila in London on a course, Bill enjoyed a lazy day 
wroking on Flatworld , a real finger buster on the melodeon but easy on every other 
instrument and which looks destined as Tune of the Month on Melnet this month. Totally 
outwith the comfort zone but it is coming. Also tried a multi tracked Turn of the Wheel, a 
Sheila Haskins song which set with Mistletoe (a tune) is one of the Bards of the Heath's 
new songs. Holly (Johnston) was trialling the songs from her degree show at Sweffling 
White Horse. Bill hadn't been to the White Horse in years and if it were not so remote would 
now go more often. Lovely atmosphere. Holly and Jonathon (Coy) were acoustic and so 
background noise affected the sound but Video and Audio came out fairly well from the 'box 
brownie'. 

Monday 30th November 2015: Rabbits. Bill recorded Flatworld for Melnet TotM which is the 
inevitable outcome of the poll. East Suffolk Morris practice. Mainly border to prepare for 
Framlingham on Sunday.  
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Tuesday 1st December 2015: Bill finished reading The Wind Up Bird Chronicle by Haruki 
Mirakami. Excellent in a surreal way, presses similar buttons to the Tom Robbins canon. 

Posted the Flatworld Video for Melnet Tune of the Month. Old Time Kitchen Session: full 
house of participants, so three fiddles, two banjos, two guitars, one mandolin between six 
people, and a range of music played with varying competence. Great fun, social, banana 

bread and coffee. Potential for one, maybe two more to join the circle in the future. 

Wednesday 2nd December 2015:Bill re-recorded 'Turning of the Wheel' and 'The Mistletoe' 
for Melnet Theme of the Month, he passed the afternoon at John and Jo's sorting out 
arrangements for Bards of the Heath on Saturday at Woodbridge MBS, a couple of new 
songs may be on the stocks, (wot again!). In the evening Bill & Sheila joined Holly and Sarah 
at the opening preview of Eastern Angles Christmas Show, Holy Mackerel. Definitely a 12+ 
and requires a considerable vocabulary and clear focus to keep up. Great fun and quite 
challenging, but very introspective so that to be lost en route would be irreversible, a couple 
opf the risque asides went beyond even adult panto boundaries, but may have been an 
opening night ad lib.We enjoyed the evening. 

Thursday 3rd December 2015: Sheila to U3A Christmas Panto rehearsal and Pretty Grim 
Morris practice, Bill tinkered with, recorded and posted Benjamin Bowmaneer which came 
to mind today, perhaps in response to the decision for the UK to commit to military action in 
Syria. 

Friday 4th December 2015: Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club: Maggie & Stan & Carols & 
Jackie Ord: An enjoyable if somewhat shambolic evening, Maggie and Stan are jewels in 
Suffolk's folk crown and have a great selection of material from the Music Halls, Northern 
weaving songs, rude & risque songs, a good show, some repeats from U3A but so 
what.Jackie Ord played some self penned songs, a chanson and party games with the twelve 
days of Christmas. This is the third or fourth time we have seen her at Hadleigh so we guess 
she is a part of the inner circle, next stop the Suffolk Folk Collective! 

Saturday 5th December 2015: Bards of the Heath Woodbridge MBS:a quartet 
appearance as one Bard is banned by the organiser, one Bard won't play at these events due 
to a personal falling out, one Bard can't see the point in playing so quietly as to be inaudible, 
(as if often required of us), and one simply couldn't make it. Hey Ho, we played the two sets 
required, Bill had a swim in between and a walk round Woodbridge after, honour satisfied. 

Sunday 6th December 2015: A fabulous afternoon enjoying Toadwoman, Holy's Song/Story 
cycle at McGinty's in Ipswich, the MA presentation to an invited audience which regrettably 
did not include the 'marking' tutor as he was unwell and will assess from video and audio. 
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Mulberry Tree Session:very busy and noisy. New recorder player knows a lot of tunes but 
sat apart so all the melodeons carried on with tune 1 after the change to tune two. Perhaps 
better than what happened to Tracey Wisden at Parrot & Punchbowl last week when the 
melodeon players failed to wait to hear the tune played before joining in with a different one! I 
wasn't there but the video captures that piece of poor session ettiquette.  

Monday 7th December 2015: East Suffolk Morris Practice:an enjoyable run through 
Headington and Lichfield, Dave D, Pete and Bill as music. Pete did well on his own at 
Framlingham and the cakes received excellent reviews. 

Tuesday 8th December 2015: U3A Blaxhall Ship: an enjoyable afternoon in good company. 
Note to self to sit further away from Richard and Derek who are extremely loud when playing 
tunes. Had a chat with Rob to ask why Anglos excluded from his new concertina group, with 
Terry Davey about John G & Bards, (he seems interested). Booked tickets for The 
Churchfitters at Milkmaid Folk Club on 18th December. Fordham session:rather more Irish 
than previous evenings but inclusive and very enjoyable, probably the current favourite of the 
places I go to play music, more varied and challenging. 

Wednesday 9th December 2015: Blaxhall Ship Session: Adrian and Ziggy's penultimate 
day at the Ship. They have been great hosts and friends to the music but are having to move 
on. Almost a full house of the Wednesaday session, Pris, Mike, John, Chris, Caroline, Bill & 
Sheila. Some excellent music played including a fair dollop of Playford tunes which was great 
fun. 

Thursday 10th December: Bill popped in to see Colin Fulton with a guitar to tweak, good to 
catch up and tempted by one of his new builds. (You can never have too many guitars!) Then 
to the garage to fix the bonnet catch on his car to then discover very low on oil..... hey ho. 
(Used up all Sheila's supply). Sheila to U3A Panto rehearsal and then Pretty Grim who are 
dancing at the Ship in Blaxhall to give Adrian and Ziggy a good send off.  

Monday 14th December 2014: There were options over the weekend but staying in proved 
attractive. Missed therefore the Dove Xmas Session, but hey ho, (or should that be Ho Ho). 
East Suffolk Morris Practice: the last before dancing out on Saturday, Laxfield Carols, 
(which I will miss) on Monday, and dancing out on Boxing Day with Carols. Some of Des 
Herring's cassette tapes and memorabilia were given a final offer before a skip run. Hopefully 
the tape of Charlie Taylor & the Cornhuskers which reached Bill will be playable. 
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Wednesday 16th December 2015: Bill finished reading JP Bean's 'Singing from the floor'. 
Basically the history of the British Folk Clubs from the recollections of a limited number of 
performers with brief outline explanation. Metrocentric and focussed on the 'usual suspects' 
for source material. Implicitly confirms the contextual change in the way that the 'folk world' 
now operates as a primarily business model fed by national 'awards' and the festival 'industry'. 
Noticed that Duton Hill folk club is closing and other clubs which thrive continue through the 
hard work and commitment of their organisers for as long as they are able to maintain that. 
The numerous singarounds and open mic format venues are different animals feeding 
individual ego, rather than friendship and community. Hey ho, we'll have to see whether the 
clubs see us out, or vice versa! Bill posted the first half of the Charlie Taylor & Cornhuskers 
tape. It was definitely recorded on a 'good' day, great fgun, with Charlie throwing music cards 
as confetti around him during the course of an evening. Glemham Crown session: Roman, 
John, Pris and Bill, we played a few seasonal tunes but also explored a few which we rarely 
visit and which went remarkably well.  Sociable and free sharing. 

Friday 18th December 2015:The Churchfitters: Milkmaid Folk Club:One of our favourite 
bands with their 'Christmas Cracker' show. A few friends had not seen the CF before , a 
couple of 'Pretty Grimmers'left at half time saying they hated it. We loved the show. Rosie and 
Chris Short with Boris were on top form with a mix of traditional songs and tunes, a ghost 
story accompanied by the 'glass harp', a pantomime song of the 'Mouse in the Windmill in Old 
Amsterdam' and a cornucopia of musical and physical wit and versatility. Nice to see the 
Milkmaid with bums on seats. Bill found the constant diversion of a (?house) photographer 
popping into his sightline every five minutes to be an irritation. The Everyman Folk Club 
manage a single photo record of each performer from a static non intrusive camera which is 
sufficient to the need. The usual Milkmaid self congratulatory banter took second place in the 
gripe stakes this time! The buffet was fun.Sound Tradition sang to their name with some 
seasonal offerings. While the Churchfitters are an amplified band,  PA is superfluous to an 
acapella group in a folk club, (quaere are the Milkmaid and Colchester Folk Clubs or simply 
small concert venues?) We enjoy Sound Tradition at their best, on this evening they were 
struggling to elicit a response with an amplified  singaround set which would have sat more 
comfortably in a pub (or WI etc) environment. 

Saturday 19th December 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men: Ipswich Town Centre:Springlike 
weather had enticed a few people into the town centre, Dance spots were The Salutation, 
(thank you to the new management for welcoming the tradition), The White Horse, Arras 
Square with a carol in the TIC, a stop at the Plough, (again thank you for the welcome), then 
The Giles Statue and back to the Salutation. Bill dropped off at the Plough to catch the bus 
home. Stopping for drinks breaks the momentum of the event and prolongs what is, (dancing 
apart), a tedious trudge through a semi derelict and unattractive urban wasteland.  

Sunday 20th December 2015: Holly's birthday, Bill popped round to have a cuppa. Holly has 
a booking at the Milkmaid in support of Lucy Ward on 1st April. Will be taking 'Toadwoman' 
anywhere that would like to see it. Mulberry Tree session: well attended, the Secret Santa is 
still in progress as some people were not there. Some good tunes and songs, extra fiddles 
gave the music some leverage against the shantymen, which seems to be the divide. The 
room is too noisy and raucous for anything but musical bluster, but it is an inclusive 
experience and well supported, hey ho. 

Tuesday 22nd December 2015: U3A Christmas Party at Stratford St Andrew, overture by 
the StrumEast Ukes, some excellent seasonal contributions including a song review of the 
year, (not very kind to The Dove Street Inn experience), and the ladies panto, glorious fun. 
(Ukes video is on YT and the panto vid in progress). Then to Cynthia and Mike's Christmas 
nibbles reminiscing and putting the world to rights over mulled wine and a well set table. 

Wednesday 23rd December 2015: Shipshape at Blaxhall Ship: Coincisded with 
Wednesday session so joined up again for an excellent evening of song and music. The 
camera stayed in the bag, too good to ossify. A round of Christmas songs at the end and a 
new tune for Bill to learn. Good to see Florence and Sue Atkinson, (who shared a piano and 
Sunday School teacher with Bill in his infancy, has he grown up?)  
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Friday 25th December 2015: Christmas Day: 14 at home, six childrena nd eight adults.  

Saturday 26th December 2015: East Suffolk Morris Pinmill: Very enjoyable,  high tide at 
12.18, dancing at 12.30. A good show with carols after. 

Bill's annual 'Christmas Cold' descended over the last few days of the year so we missed 
29th December Bluegrass at Tattingstone, and also regrettably Roger Digby's Annual 
Party Session. 
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